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Telling More Than We Can Know:
Verbal Reports on Mental processes

Richard E. Nisbett and Tjg_gthy DeCamp Wilson
University of Michigan

Evidence is reviewed rvhich suggests that there may be little or no direct intro-spective access ,"..'liql:l ora.iiognitive procerr...'suli.cts are ,o,n.ti*., ru)unaware of the existence of a stiiruius tliai l,np".t*,jy influenced a response,(b) unaware of the existence of theiesponse, and (c) unaware that the stimulushas affected the response. It is proposed that when peopre attempt to report ontheir cognitive processes, that ir, in the procesr.r-iJai"ting the effects of astimulus on a resDonse, they do not do so on the basis of any true introspection.

f.'ff:tr:1?'J..i:". 
are based on a priori, impticii ."u.rr. the.ories, o. ;uag-given,., p o n,.. -rr,*i!' 

il,J;. Xy :i"l iff ffi T j;,,T *:'r' il, ri:T't,f ,: *,*directly their cognitive liocesu, tn.y will'someti,n., u. abre to report accu_rately about them. Accurate t.po.i, *iil o..u, ;h;;-i"fl";ntial stimuli are salientand are plausible causes of the responses they produce, and will not occur whenstimuli are not salient or are not ilausible causes.

. . 'Wh{ do you like him?,r ,,How did you solve
this problem?,, ,,Why did you take that job?;
. In ogr daily lives we.answer many suchiue._

tions about the cognitive processei undertying
our.choices, evaluations, judgments, and be_havior. Sometimessuch qulrtii". are asked bysocial scientists. F9, example, investigators
have asked people why they iif.. purti.uti, po_

litical candidates_(Gaudet, 195S) or detergents
(Kornhauser & Lazarsfeld, 19jS), *tyit.y
:!::: a particular occupation 

"(Lazirri.tj,

1931), to go to graduate sihool (Davis, 1964)
or to become a juvenile delinquent (Burt, lg2l/,
yl_y_. they got married or divorced (Goode,,
1?!9) or joined a votuntary organization (Sills,
195i) or moved to a new home (Rossi, iqSSj
or _ sought out a psychoanalyst (Kadushin,
1958), or failed to use a contraceptive tech_
liql. (Siils, 1961). Social psychologists rou-
tinely ask the subjects in theii e"peririent, *t y
thy b-ehaved, chose, or evaluated as they did.
Indeed, some social psychologists have advo_
cated the abandonment of the social psychol_
ogy experiment and its deceptive practlces and
h-ave urged that subjects simply be asked how
their cognitive proc esses would. work if thev
were to be confronted with particular stimulus
situations (Brown, 1962; Gl-urr, 1966).
- Recently, however, several cognitive psy_

chologists (Mandler, 1975a, 197:b; ntiiler,

, 
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(1962) has provided an excellent example of I
our lack of awareness of the operation of mem-
orial processes. If a person is asked, "What is I
your mother's maiden name?", the answer ap-
pears swiftly in consciousness. Then if the per-
son is asked "How did you come up with
that?", he is usually reduced to the inarticulate
answer, "I don't know, it just came to me."

It is a substantial leap, however, from re-
search and anecdotal examples concerning per-
ception and memory to blanket assertions
about higher order processes. In the absence
of evidence indicating that people cannot cor-
rectly report on the cognitive processes under-
lying complex behaviors such as judgment,
choice, inference, and problem solving, social
scientists are not likely to abandon their prac-
tice of quizzing their subjects about such pro-
cesses. The layman is even less Iikely to
abandon his habit of asking and answering such
questions.

A second problem with the new anti-intro-
spectivist view is that it fails to account for the
fact, obvious to anyone who has ever ques-
tioned a subject about the reasons for his be-
havior or evaluations, that people readill'
answer such questions. Thus while people usu-
aily appear stumped when asked about per-
ceptual or memorial processes, thel' are quite
fluent when asked why they behaved as thev
did in some social situation or rvhy they like or
dislike an object or another person. It rvould
seem to be incumbent on one who takes a posi-
tion that denies the possibility of introspectir-e
access to higher order processes to account for
these reports b1'specifying their source. If it is
not direct introspective access to a memorr- of
the processes involved, what is the source of
such verbal reports?

Finallv, a third problem with the anti-intro-
spectivist view is that it does not allow for the
possibilitl ' that people are ever correct in their
reports about their higher order mental pro-
cesses. It seems intuitively unlikell- that such
reports are ahvavs inaccurate. But if people are
sometimes accurate, several questions arise. (a'

\\-hat is the basis of these accurate reports? {b
Are accurate reports fundamentally different
in kind from inaccurate ones? (c) Is i t  possibie
to specifl'\yhat sorts of reports tvill be accurate
and rvhat sorts rvill be inaccurate?

The first part of this articie is concerned ri'itlr

1962; Neisser, I96i) have proposed that we
may have no direct access to higher order men-
tal processes such as those involved in evalua-
tion, judgment, problem solving, and the
initiation of behavior. The follou'ing quotations
will serve to indicate the extent to which these
investigators doubt people's ability to observe
directly the workings of their o'*n minds. "It

is the result of thinking, not the process of
thinking, that appears spontaneously in con-
sciousness" (Miller, 1962, p. 56). "The con-
structive processes [of encoding perceptual
sensations] themselves never appear in con-
sciousness, their products do" (Neisser, 1967,
p. 301). And in Neisser's next paragraph: "This

general description of the fate of sensory in-
formation seems to fit the higher mental pro-
cesses as well" (p. 301). Mandler's (1975a) sug-
gestions are still more sweeping: "The analvsis
of situations and appraisal of the environment
. goes on mainly at the nonconscious level"
(p.2al). "There are many svstems that cannot
be brought into consciousness, and probably
nrost systems that analyze the environment in
the first place have that characteristic. In most
of these cases, only the products of cognitive
and mental activities are availabie to conscious-
ness" (p. 2a5). And finally: "unconscious pro-
cesses . include those that are not available
to conscious experience, be thev feature analy-
zers, deep syntactic structures, afrective ap-
praisals, computational processes, Ianguage
production svstems, action svstems of many
kinds" (p. 230).

It is important to note that none of these
u'riters cites data in support of the vievr that
people have no direct access to higher order
mental processes. In fact, when the above quo-
tations are read in context, it is clear that the
source of the speculations is not research on
higher order processes such as "thinking,"
"affective appraisal," and "action svstems,"
but rather research on more basic processes of
perception and memon'. Recent research has
made it increasingll' clear that there is almost
no conscious awareness of perceptuai and mem-
orial processes. It would be absurd, for example,
to ask a subject about the extent to u'hich he
relied on parallel line convergence rvhen mak-
ing a judgment of depth or rvhether he stored
the meanings of animal names in a hierarchical
tree fashion or in sone other nanner. lliller
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ir revierv of the er-idence bearing on the accur-

ac1' of subjective reports about higher mental
processes. The second part of the paper pre-

sents an account of the basis of such reports.
\\'e shall argue for three major conclusions.

1. People often cannot report accurateir- on
the effects of particular stirnuli on higher order,
inference-based responses. Indeed, sometimes
they cannot report on the existence of critical
stimuli, sometimes cannot report on the exist-
ence of their responses, and sometimes cannot
e\ren report that an inferentiai process of anr'
kind has occurred. The accuracl' of subjective
reports is so poor as to suggest that anv intro-
spective access that mar- exist is not suffrcient
to produce generalll' correct or reiiable reports.

2. When reporting on the effects of stimuii,
peopie ma]' not interrogate a memorv of the
cognitive processes that operated on the stim-
uli I instead, they mav base their reports on im-
plicit, a priori theories about the causal con-
nection between stimulus and response. If the
stimulus psychologicalif implies the response
in some way (Abelson, 1968) or seems "repre-

sentative" of the sorts of stimuii that influence
the response in question (Tversky & Kahne-
man, 1974), the stimulus is reported to have
influenced the response. If the stimulus does
not seem to be a plausible cause of the response,
it is reported to be noninfluential.

3. Subjective reports about higher mental
processes are sometimes correct, but even the
instances of correct report are not due to direct
introspective awareness. Instead, they are due
to the incidentally correct employment of a
priori causal theories.

Verbal Reports on Cognitive Processes in
Dissonance and Attribution Studies

Much of the evidence that casts doubt on the
ability of people to report on their cognitive
processes comes from a study of the literature
that deals with cognitive dissonance and self-
perception attribution processes. Or rather, the
evidence comes from a consideration of what
was not published in that literature. A review
of the nonpublic, sub rosa aspects of these in-
vestigations leads to three conclusions: (a)
Subjects frequently cannot report on the exist-
ence of the chief response that was produced
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br-  the manipulat ions:  l i l )er -en n 'hen thev are

able to report lhe esistence of the responses.

subjects do not report that a chan'ge process oc-

curred. that is. that an er. 'aiuational or att i tudi-
nal response undern'ent anv alterations I and
(c ) subjects cannot correctlv identifv the
stimuli that produced the response'

.1';,areness of the E:ristence
of the Response

The central idea of insufficient justification

or dissonance research is that behavior that is
intrinsicalll' undesirable wiil, rvhen performed
for inadequate extrinsic reasons, be seen iis

more attractive than rvhen performed for ade-
quate extrinsic re&sons. In the view of Fest-
inger (1957) and other dissonance theorists, at-
titude change occurs because the cognition "I

have done something unpleasant without ade-
quate justification" is dissonant and therefore
painfui; and the person revises his opinion
about the behavior in order to avoid the
osvchic discomfort.' 

The central idea of attribution theory is that
people strive to discover the causes of attitudi-
nal, emotional, and behavioral responses (their

own and others), and that the resulting causal
attributions are a chief determinant of a host of
additional attitudinal and behavioral effects.
Thus, for example, if someone tells us that a
particular \\iestern movie is a fine film, our ac-

ceptance of that opinion, and possibly our sub-

sequent behavior, will be determined by our

causal analysis of the person's reasons for the

evaluation: Does he like all movies? AII West-
erns? All John Wayne movies? Do other people

like the movie? Does this person tend to like

movies that other people do not like?
Many insufficient-justification studies and

many attribution studies where the subject
makes inferences about himself have employed
behavioral dependent variables. Substantial
effects have bein shown on behavior of inherent

interest and with significant social implications,

including pain, hunger and thirst tolerance,
psychopathology, task perseverance' and ag-
gressive behavior. Two examples will serve to

illustrate research with behavioral conse-
quences.

Zimbardo, Cohen, Weisenberg, Dworkin,

and Firestone (1969) asked subjects to accept
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portended, but that they were not frightened
by the snake slides. If they were not frightened
by the snake slides, perhaps they were not as
afraid of live snakes as they had thought.
Armed with this new self-attribution of snake
fearlessness, they were more willing to approach
the boa.

The two experiments just described share a
common formal model. Verbal stimuli in the
form of instructions from the experimenter, to-
gether with the subject's appraisal of the stim-
ulus situation, are the inputs into a fairly com-
plicated cognitive process which results in a
changed evaluation of the relevant stimuli and
an altered motivational state. These motiva-

iological and behavioral events. Thus: stimuli
---+ cognitive process -+ evaluative and motiva-
tional state change + behavior change. Follow-

pointed out, there is a serious problem rvith this
implicit assumption : T1'pically, behavioral and
ph1'siological differences are obtained in the

a series of painful electric shocks lvhile per-
forming a learning task. \Vhen the task was
completed, subjects were asked to repeat it.
Some subjects were given adequate justifica-
tion for performing the task a second time and
accepting another series of shocks (the research
was very important, nothing could be learned
unless the shocks were given again), while other
subjects were given insufficient justification
(the experimenter wanted to satisfy his more
or less idle curiosity about what rvould happen).
Subjects with insufficient justification for ac-
cepting the shocks showed lovi'er GSR re-
sponses and better learning performance on
the second task than subjects with sufficient
justification. The explanation offered for this
finding is that insufficient-justification subjects
sought to justify taking the shocks, rvhich they
did by deciding that the shocks rvere not ali
that painful. Thus the evaluation of the pain-
fulness of the shocks was lorvered, and physio-
logical and behavioral indicators reflected this
evaluation.

A study by Valins and Rar' (1967) rvill illu-
strate the attribution paradigm. These inves-
tigators asked snake-phobic subjects to rvatch
slides while receiving occasional electric shocks.
Subjects were wired for what thev believed
were recordings of heart rate. Thev rvere aI-
lowed to hear a rh1'thmic pattern of sounds
which, they were told, was the ampiitred sound
of their own heart beats. Subjects rrere shorvn
a series of slides of snakes interspersed u'ith
slides of the word "sHocx." Follorving each pre-
sentation of the shock slide, subjects were
given an electric shock. After a fen' such pair-
ings, the appearance of the shock slide rvas ac-
companied by an increased rate of "heart-

beats." Snake slides \l'ere never accompanied
by any change in apparent heart rate. Follorv-
ing this procedure, subjects \yere requested to
approach, and if possible, to touch, a 30-inch
(i6.2-cm) boa constrictor. Such subjects ap-
proached the snake more closell- than subjects
who had gone through the identical procedure
but who believed that the "heartbeats" $'ere
simply "extraneous sounds" (rvhich, of course,
they actually were). The finding is expiained as
follows. Subjects in the heart rate condition
learned that their "heart rate" indicated ther'
were appropriateiv frightened rvhen thel' sax'
the shock slide, because of the electric shock it

tional changes are reflected in subsequentphys- verbal

ing traditional assumptions about higher men- Tun (
tal processes, it has been tacitly' assumed br- hve extr
investigators that the cognitive processes in 0967),
question are for the most part verbal, consciou. (L972),

ones. Thus the subject consciouslv decides 5oo' Schultz
he feels about an object, and this evaluation (1970),

determines his behavior toward it. As several (1969),

rvri ters (Bem, l9i2; Nisbett & Valins, 1972: Prestho

Storms & Nisbett, lg70; Weick, 1966) have enberg,
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absence of uerballt'reported differences in evalu- port efft
ations or motive states. For example, in 15. Slanski,
studl' by Zimbardo, Cohen, \\-eisenber*. 1969; N
Dworkini and Firestone (1969), experim.n,ul 2^of Pa
subjects given inadequate justification for tak- 1964). E
ing shocklearned muc-t -ot. quicklt'and showed ' 19.69),

nruch less GSR reactivitv to ih. strock than did and Z,in

control, adequate-justification subjects, but the 'evy (1!

former did not report the shock to be signifi- 3' fn r

cantiv less painfulihan did the Iatter. And sub- :orrelatit

jects in the Valins and Ray (1g6i) experiment ;tate anc

rvho had "inferred" that ihey rvere not verr')as.foun
frightened of snakes, as indicaied b1, their wili- i'mbardr
i.rg:ness to approach the boa constrictor, showed 

I trestone

no-evidenc. of "ni'such inference rvhen asked a :nls area

direct question about hou,frightened they lvere 
:orrelatic

of snakes. 
e J ravior. S

\\te have revierved all the insufficient-iusti-:onstitutt
fication and attribution studies we have 

-5..n es' while

able to frnd that meet the foliorving criteria: (a) rave beer

behavioral or phvsiological efieits rtere er- .' .t€rmslature of
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'r inined. 
ancl tb i  at appro-rimateir- t ire sanre

time, verbal reports of er-aluations ancl nrotir.a-' t ional 
states rvere obtainerl.  Stuci ies that ci id

not permit a clear, uncontro\-ersial comparison
,oi the strength of behavioral and self-report in-
dicators rvere not included (e.g., Brehn, Back.
f t  Bogdonof f ,1969;  Schachter  & Singer ,  1962\ ,
nor were studies that emplor-ed controversial,
,poorly understood techniques such as hr-pnosis
re.g. ,  Brock & Grant ,  1969) .

Three striking generalizations can lte macie
about these studies :

1. In the majority of studies, no signif icant
lerbal report differences rvere found at all.' Ihis 

appiies to studies bv Cohen and Zimbardo
,1969) ,  Cot t re l l  and \ \ 'ack (1967) ,  Davison
rnd Val ins (1969) ,  Ferd inand (1964) ,  Freed-
nan  (1965) ,  Gr inke r  (1969) ,  Pa i l ak  (1970) ,
nle experiments by Pallak, Brock, and Kiesler
1967), Experiment 1 in Pallak and pittman
1972), Schachter and Wheeler (1962), Snvder,

gchultz, and Jones (197+), Storms and Nisbett
i1970), Valins and Ray (I96i), \\,aterman

ii1969), Weick and Penner (1969), Weick and
Frestholdt (1963), and Zimbardo, Cohen, Weis-
pnberg, Dworkin, and Firestone (1969).
| 2. In the remainder of studies, the behavi-
orai effects were in most cases stronger (i.e.,
fnore statistically reliable) than the verbal re-
port effects (Berkowitz & Turner, 1974; Kru-
Nlanski, Friedman, & Zeevi, l9i I; Schlachet,
lq0g;Nisbett  & Schachter.  1966: F,xner i rnpnr, Schachter, 1966 ; Experiment

I of Pallak arrd Pittman, 1972; and Weick,
lqO+). pxceptions to this are reports by Brehmthis are reports by Brehm
i969), Freedman (1963), Mansson (1969),
nd Zimbardo, Weisenberg, Firestone, and
.evy (1969).
3. In two studies where it was reported, the

orrelation between verbal report about motive
late and behavioral measures of motive state
'as found to be nil (Storms & Nisbett,1970;
imbardo, Cohen, Weisenberg, Dworkin, &'irestone, 

1969). The rest of the literature in
tis area is strangely silent concerning the
lrrelations between verbal report and be-
avior. Since positive correlations would have
)nstituted support for investigators, hypothe-
:s, while zero or negative correlations would
Ive been difficult to understand or interpret
l terms of prevailing assumptions about the
Iture of the cognitive processes involved, the
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fai lure to report the correlations constitutes
presunrptive evidence that thev rvere not posi-
t ive. In order to check on this possibi l i tr ' ,  ne
wrote to the principai investigators of the
studies described above, asking for the correla-
tions betrveen verbal report and behavior.
Onlv three investigators replied by saf ing that
thev still had the data and could provide the
correlations. In all three instances, the corre-
lations rvere in fact nonsignificant and close to
zero (Davison & \'alins, 1969; Freedman,
1965; Snyder, Schultz, & Jones, l9i+).

The overall results thus confound any as-
sumption that conscious, verbal cognitive pro-
cesses result in conscious, verbalizable changes
in evaluations or motive states which then
mediate changed behavior. In studies where the
data are available, no association is found be-
tween degree of verbal report change and de-
gree of behavior change in experimental groups.
And in most studies no evidence is found that
experimental subjects differ from control sub-
jects in their verbal reports on evaluations and
motivational states.

What of the studies that do find differences
in the verbal reports of experimental and con-
trol subjects? (It should be noted that this in-
cludes many studies not reviewed here where
the only dependent measure was a verbal one
and where differences between experimental
and control groups were obtained.) Should
these studies be taken as evidence that the
traditional model sometimes works, that sub-
jects are sometimes aware of the cognitive pro-
cesses that occur in these experiments? Evi-
dence to be discussed below casts doubt on such
a conclusion.

Aanreness of the Eristence
of a Change Process

There is an important difference between
awareness of the existence of an evaluation or
motive state and awareness of. a changed evalu-
ation or motive state. The former sort of aware-
ness does not imply true recognition of the pro-
cess induced by insufficient justification and
attribution manipulations-which in fact al-
ways involves a change in evaluations. Thus if
it could be shown that subjects cannot report
on the fact that a change has taken place as a
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consequence of such manipulations, this would

suggest that they are not aware of the occur-

rence of a process.
Bem and McConnell (1970) contrived an ex-

periment to demonstrate that in fact, subjects

do not experience a subjective change in their

evaluations in response to insuficient-justifica-
tion manipulations. A stock-in-trade of the dis-

sonance tradition is the counterattitudinal
advocacy experiment. In this tJpe of experi-

ment, subjects are asked to n'rite an essay op-

posing their own views on some topic and are

ihen isked what their attitudes are toward the

topic. Subjects who are coerced (or heavily

UriUea) into writing the essays show no change

in evaluation of the topic. Subjects who are

given insufficient justification for writing the

"tt"y, or who are manipulated into believing

that they had free choice in the matter, typic-

ally shifi their evaluations in the direction of

thi position advocated in the essav. On the lace

of it, this would seem to indicate that subjects

are aware of the existence of a change process

since the means employed for assessing the re-

sponse is a verbal report, and this report

changes from premanipulation measures to

postmanipulation measures'

Bem and McConnell contested this assump-

tion by the simple expedient of asking the sub-
jects, at the time of the postmanipulation mea-

sure, what their attitu de had been ! rveek earlier,

at the time of the premanipulation measure'

Control subjects had no difficultl'reporting ac-

curately on their previous opinions' In contrasl,

thouglr- the postmanipulation attitudes of ex-

perimental subjects were substantiaill' differ-

ent from their premanipulation attitudes, they

reported. that their current attitudes rvere the

same as their premanipulation attitudes' Thus

subjects appaiently changed their attitudes in

the absence of an1' subjective experience of

change. This suggests that though subjects can

.o*.iittt.t report on the existence of the new

evaluation, they may still be unaware of the

fact that the evaluation has changed' If so,

then they cannot be aware of the nature of the

cognitive process that has occurred, because

they are not even aware of the fact that a pro-

cess has occurred at all.
Such a conclusion gains credence in vies of a

truly stunning demonstration of the same phe-

.,o*.to. by Goethals anci Reckman (19i3)'

These investigators assessed the opinions oi

high school students on 30 social issues, in',

ctuding attitudes toward busing of school

children to achieve racial integration' One to

two weeks later, students were called and asked

to participate in a group discussion of the bus-

ing issue. Each group was compos-ed of three

suljects whose pretest opinions indicated thar

they were all pro-busing or all anti-busing, plu:

ott. higft school student confederate who lva''

armed with a number of persuasive opinion:

and whose job it was to argue persistentlr

against the opinion held by all .other 
groul

rrrembers. He rvas highly successful in this task

Following the discussion, subjects indicatec

their opinions on the busing issue-on a scalt

different in form from the original measure

The original anti-busing subjects had thei:

opinionJsharply moderated in a pro-direction

Most of the pro-busing subjects were actuall'

converted to an anti-busing position' Ther

Goethals and Reckman asked their subjects t'

recall, as best they' could, what their origina

opinions on the busing question had been' Sui

jects were reminded that the experimentel

*ere in possession of the original opinion scal

and would check the accuracy of the subject''

recall. Controi subjects were able to recall the:

original opinions rvith high accuracy' In cot

trast, among experimental subjects, the originl

anti-tusing-subjects 
"recalied" their opiniot

as having been much more pro-busing tha

they actillv rvere, while the original pro-bu

ing- subjects actualll' recaile-d their origin'

opinions as having been, on the average' ani

busing ! In fact, the original pro-busing su:

jects recalled that thel' had been more an:

t,rri.rg than the original anti-busing subjec

recalled that theY had been'

It rvould appear that subjects in the Gc'

thals and Reckman (1973) studl-did not acr

ally experience these enormous shifts as opini

change:

Some subjects l istened carefull l '  to the course of :

discussion, and began to nod their heads in agreeil'

rvith the confederate's arguments' Thel' seemed.to cc

to "gi". *itit him rvithoul an)' alvareness of their ear'

"i,ii"a.' In the debrienng thel' gave everl- indicarl

;;;;;h; posirion thel- adopted after the. discussion'

the position thev had basicail l '  alrra1's held' 'rL

.orrrlt.nt.a that rhe discussion had served t9 bro]

ih.i, u,rur.ness of the issues invoived or had proi' l '
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support for their original position. -\o subject reported
that the discussion had had an1- enect in changins or
modiff ing his position. (p. 499)

Thus research in the insufficient-justification
and attribution traditions seems to indicate
that (a) subjects sometimes do not report the
evaiuational and motivational states produced
in these experiments; and (b) even rvhen thev
can report on such states, thet' mav not report
that a change has taken piace in these staies.

It may have occurred to the reader that the
most direct approach to the question of accur-
acv of subjects' reports in these experiments
rvould be simply to ask subjects why thev be-
haved as thev did and iisten to rvhat thev have
to say about their orvn cognitive processes.
This wouid indeed be a fruitfui approach, and
it is discussed belorv.

Reports About C ogttitite Processes

A iiteral reading of the iiterature rvould give
the impression that researchers lvorking in the
areas of insufficient-justifi cation and attribution
have not bothered to ask their subjects aboul
their thought processes. \\re have been abie to
find only a single report of the results of such
questioning. This is the terse and intriguing
report by Ross, Rodin, and Zimbardo (1969)
in their experiment on reattribution of arousal
symptoms that the subjects "never explicitly
mentioned any conflict about, or searching for,
the 'explanation' for their arousal. This sug-
gests that attribution mav never have been
consciously debated by these subjects,' (p.
28i). Fortunately, additional unpublished
data, collected from subjects following their
participation in attribution experiments by
Nisbett and Schachter (1966) and Storms and
Nisbett (1970), are available. These data are
consistent with the description supplied by
Ross et al.

In the experiment by Nisbett and Schachter
(1966), subjects were requested to take a series
of electric shocks of steadily increasing intens-
ity. Prior to exposure to the shock, some of the
subjects were given a placebo pill which, they
were told, would produce heart palpitations,
breathing irregularities, hand tremlor,' and but-
terflies in the stomach. These are the physical
symptoms most often reported by subjects as

} IE\TAL PROCESSES

accompan\-ing the experience of electric shock.
It ivas anticipated that rvhen subjects rvith
these instructions were exposed to the shock.
ther,' rvould attribute their arousai svmptoms
to the pill, and rvould therefore be u'illing to
toierate more shock than subjects lvho could
onlv attribute these aversive symptoms to the
shock. And, in fact, the pill attribution subjects
took four times as much amperage as shock
attribution subjects.

Foilorving his participation in the experi-
ment, each subject in the pill attribution group
rvas inten-ierved following a Spielberger-tvpe
\1962) graded debriefing procedure. (a) Ques-
t ion: "I notice that you took more shock than
average. \\'h_"" do )'ou suppose vou did?" Typi-
cal answer: "Gee, I don't really knon'.
\\'ell, I used to build radios and stuff when I
rvas 13 or 1"1, and mavbe I got used to electric
shock." (b) Question: 

"While you were takinq
the shock, did you think about the pill at all?"
Typical answer: "No, I was too worried about
the shock." (c) Question: 

"Did i t  occur to you
at ail that the pill was causing some physical
effects?" Typical answer: "No, like I said, I
was too busv worrving about the shock." In
all, onlv 3 of. 12 subjects reported having made
the postulated attribution of arousal to the pill.
(d) Finally, the experimenter described the hy-
pothesis of the study in detail, including the
postulated process of attribution of symptoms
to the pill. He concluded by asking the subject
if he might have had any thoughts like those
described. Subjects typically said that the hy-
pothesis was very interesting and that man)'
people probably would go through the process
that the experimenter described, but so far as
they could tell, they themselves had not.

A similar blank wall was discovered by
Storms and Nisbett (1970) in their experiment
on the reattribution of insomnia symptoms.
In that experiment, insomniac subjects were
asked to report, for 2 consecutive nights, on
the time they had gone to bed and the time they
had finally gotten to sleep. Arousal condition
subjects were then grven a placebo pill to take
15 minutes before going to bed for the next 2
nights. These subjects were told that the pill
would produce rapid heart rate, breathing ir-
regularities, bodily warmth, and alertness-
the physical and emotional syrnptoms, in other
words, of insomnia. Relaxation subjects were
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told that their pills would produce the opposite
symptoms-lowered heart rate, breathing rate,
body temperature, and a reduction in alertness.
It was anticipated that subjects in the arousal
condition would get to sleep more quickly on
the nights they took the pills because they
would attribute their arousal symptoms to the
pills rather than to emotionally laden cogni-
tions concerning work or social life. Relaxation
subjects were expected to take longer to get to
sleep since they would infer that their emotional
cognitions must be particularly intense because
they were as fully aroused as usual even though
they had taken a pill intended to lower arousal.
These were in fact the results. Arousal subjects
reported getting to sleep 28/6 quicker on the
nights with the pills, and relaxation subjects re-
ported taking 42/6longer to get to sleep. Sleep
onset was unaffected for control subjects.

In the interview following completion of the
experiment, it was pointed out to subjects in
experimental conditions that they had reported
getting to sleep more quickly (or more slowly)
on experimental nights than on the previous
nights, and they were asked why. Arousal sub-
jects typically replied that thev usualll' found
it easier to get to sleep later in the week, or that
they had taken an exam that had worried them
but had done well on it and could novi'relax, or
that problems with a roornmate or girlfriend
seemed on their way to a resolution. Relaxation
subjects were able to find similar sorts of rea-
sons to explain their increased sleeplessness.
\\'hen subjects were asked if thel-had thought
about the pills at all before getting to sleep,
they almost uniformly insisted that after tak-
ing the pills they had completell, forgotten
about them. When asked if it had occurred to
them that the pill might be producing (or count-
eracting) their arousal sy'rnptoms, thev reiter-
ated their insistence that they had not thought
about the pills at all after taking them. Finalll',
the experimental hypothesis and the postuiated
attribution processes were described in detail.
Subjects showed no recognition of the hvpothe-
sized processes and (unlike subjects in the Nis-
bett and Schachter study) made little pretense
of believing that any subjects could have gone
through such processes.

Since many skilled and thorough investiga-
tors have rvorked in the dissonance tradition,
it seemed highll. unlikely that the silence in

TIMOTHY DECAMP WILSON

that literature concerning subjects' reports on
their mental processes was due to simple failure
to ask subjects the relevant questions. Instead,
it seemed more likely that subjects had been
asked, and asked often, but that their answers
had failed to reflect any ability to report the
inferences that investigators believed to have
occurred. If so, those investigators, like Nisbett
and his colleagues, might have failed to report
the answers because they made little sense in
terms of the traditional assumptions about the
conscious, verbalizable nature of .cognitive
processes. Accordingly, we contacted two of the
most prolific and innovative researchers in that
tradition-E. Aronson and P. Zimbardo-and
asked them if they had ever quizzed their sub-
jects about their mental processes. They had
indeed, with results similar to those described
above.

Aronson (Note 1) responded as follows:

We occasionalll' asked our subjects why thel' had re-
sponded as thel' did. The results were ver)'disappoint-
ing. For example, in the initiation experiment (Aronson
& Ilills, 1959), subjects did a lot of denying when asked
if the punishment had afiected their attitudes toward
the group or had entered into their thinking at all. When
I explained the theor-r' to the subjects, they' typicalll'
said it was verv plausible and that manl' subjects had
probabll' reasoned just the wa1' 1 said, but not thel'
themselves.

Zimbardo (Note 2) gave a similar account:

Pretest subjects were routinely asked wh1' thel'had be-
haved as they did. I don't remember an1' subject who
ever described an1'thing like the process of dissonance
reduction that we knew to have occurred. For example,
in the shock experiment (Zimbardo, Cohen, Weisen-
berg, Dworkin, & Firestone, 1969), we pointed out to
experimental subjects that they had learned more
quickly the second time. A t1'pical response would have
been, "f guess may'be you turned the shock down." Or,
in the grasshopper erperiment (Zimbardo, Weisenberg,
Firestone, & Levy, 1969), we asked subjects why they
had been willing to eat a grasshopper. A t1'pical response
would have been, "\\'ell, it was just no big deal whether
I ate a grasshopper or not."

Thus the explanations that subjects offer for
their behavior in insufficient-justification and
attribution experiments are so removed from
the processes that investigators presume to
have occurred as to give grounds for consider-
able doubt that there is direct access to these
processes. This doubt rvould remain, it should
be noted, even if it were eventuallv to be shorvn
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that  proces:es ' r i i t t r  ' : : : . i :  : l i , ) :e  i ) ( )s i ted br-  in-
\ iestigators iyere ie:Don:ibie ior t ire results of
these experintenLs. \\  ir i i t lcr t ire inferential
process, the exoerinteti tai nretirod nrakes it
ciear that ,comethinq uitrrui the r-nanipulated
stimuii procluces the ri irJerential resuit-s. Yet
subjects do not refer to these crit ical st imuli in
anv wav in their re|)cri :  orr their cognit ir-e
processes.

As a f ina l  po int .  $ 'e  note Kel le t ' 's  q1t )67)  ob-
servation that the re:Ll irs of insulf icient- justi-
ncation experiments couicl never be obtained if
subjects were a\\ '&re rr i  rhe crit ical role plaved
b1- the social pressure iron-r rhe experimenter.
If  subjects realized that their behavior \yas pro-
duced bv this -.ocial pressure, thev rvould not
change their att irudes so as to nlove them into
l ine rvith their l tehavior. because ther- u.ouid
realize that their behai-ior \\'as go\rerned l;v the
social pressure and not i tr- their att i tudes. \\-e
concur s, i th Keiler- '- .  r ' ieri- that this fundamen-
tal unarvareness of the crit ical roie of the ex-
perimenter's behavior i , .  essential to the errone-
ous att i tude inferences obtained in these
experiments.

Other Research on Verbai Reports
About Cognit ive Processes

There are at least hve other literatures bear-
ing on the questio.t of the abil in- of subjects to
report accurately about the effects of stimuli
on complex, inferentiai responses: (a) The
learning-without-awareness iiterature, (b) the
literature on subject abiiin'to report accurately
on the weights thev assign to particular stimu-
ulus factors in complex judgment tasks (re-
viewed by Slovic & Lichtenstein, 19i1), (c)
some of the literature on subliminal perception,
(d) the classic Maier (1931) work on awareness
of stimuli influencing problem solving, and (e)
work by Latanl and Darley (1970) on aware-
ness of the effect of the presence of other people
on helping behavior.

We shall discuss the first two areas of re-
search in a later context, and it would take us
far afield to review the subliminal perception
literature in its entirety. Brief mention oJ the
current status of the subliminal perception
question is in order, however, since it bears di-
rectly on the issue of subject ability to report
accurately on the effects of stimuli. If, as some

rvi i ters clainr, st imuli can be responded to in
the i i teral absence of arvareness of their exist-
ence, then it  loeical lr '  fol lows that thev couici
not possiblv report on the inf luence of those
stirnul i  on their resDonses.

S ubl i mi nal P er ce Pt i o tt.

The subliminal perception question has had
a storml', controversiai history, chronicled bv
Dixon (1971). I t  is fair to say', horvever, that
the basic question of whether people can re-
spond to a stimulus in the absence of the abiiit"r'
to verballv report on its existence would todal-
be ansrvered in the affirmative by manv more
investigators than would have been the case a
decade ago. The reasons for this have been re-
vierved b1' Dixon (1971) and Erdell ' i  (197+).
The nerv acceptance rests on (a) methodologi-
cal innovations in the form chiefly of signal de-
tection techniques and dichotic listening pro-
cedures and (b) persuasive theoretical argu-
ments by Erdelyi (197+) and others that have
succeeded in deriving the subliminal perception
phenomenon from the notion of selective at-
tention and filtering (Broadbent, 1958 I Nlorav,
1969; Treisman, 1969).

An exampie of recent research employing
signal detection and dichotic listening proce-
dures is provided by W. R. Wilson (1975).
Wilson played tone sequences into the unat-
tended auditory channel while subjects tracked
a human voice in the attended channel. Sub-
jects subsequently reported having heard no
tones, in fact, nothing at all, in the unattended
channel. Moreover, in a signal detection task,
subjects were presented (binaurally) with tone
sequences which were either new or which had
previously been presented up to five times in
the unattended channel. Subjects were unable
to discriminate new from old stimuli at a level
exceeding chance. Despite this fact, subjects
showed the traditional familiarity effect on
liking of the tone stimuli (Zajonc, 1968).
"Familiar" tone sequences, that is, tone se-
quences previously presented to the unattended
channel, were preferred to novel stimuli. Wil-
son argued that the experiment provides evi-
dence that affective processes are triggered by
information that is too weak to produce sub-
sequent verbal recognition.

Results such as those provided by Wilson are
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well understood in terms of recent theoretical
developments in the field of attention and mem-
ory. It is now generally recognized (Erdelyi,
I974; Mandler, 1975b) that many more stimuli
are apprehended than can be stored in short-
term memory or transferred to long-term mem-
ory. Thus, subiiminal perception, once widely
regarded as a logical paradox ("How can we
perceive without perceiving"), m&y be derived
as a logical consequence of the principle of se-
lective filtering. We cannot perceive without
perceiving, but we can perceive without remem-
bering. The subliminal perception hypothesis
then becomes theoretically quite innocuous:
Some stimuli may affect ongoing mental pro-
cesses, including higher order processes of
evaluation, judgment, and the initiation of be-
havior, without being registered in short-term
memory, or at any rate without being trans-
ferred to long-term memory.

Thus if recent data and theory are correct in
their implications, it follows that subjects some-
times cannot report on the existence of influen-
tial stimuli. It therefore would be quite impos-
sible for them to describe accurately the role
played by these stimuli in influencing their re-
sponses; and any subsequent verbal report br'
subjects about the cause of their responses
would be at least partially in error.

Reports on Problem-Sohing Processes

There is a striking uniformitf in the war'
creative people-artists, writers, mathemati-
cians, scientists, and philosophers-speak
about the process of production and probiem
solving. Ghiselin (1952) has collected into one
volume a number of essays on the creative pro-
cess by a variety of creative workers from
Poincar6 to Picasso. As Ghiseiin accurateiv de-
scribed the general conclusion of these rvorkers,
"Production by a process of purelv conscious
calculation seems never to occur" (p. 15). In-
stead, creative workers describe themselves al-
most universally as bystanders, differing from
other observers only in that thel'are the first to
witness the fruits of a problem-solving process

that is almost completelr- hidden from consci-
ous view. The reports of these workers are

characterized by an insistence that ia'l the in-

fluential stimuli are usuallv completelv obscure

RICHARD E. NiSBETT AND TIMOTHY DECAMP WILSON

-the individual has no idea what factors
prompted the solution; and (b) even the fact
that a process is taking place is sometimes un-
known to the individual prior to the point
that a solution appears in consciousness.

Some quotations from Ghiselin's (1952) col-
lection will serve to illustrate both these points.
The mathematician Jacques Hadamard re-
ports that "on being very abruptly awakened
by an external noise, a solution long searched
for appeared to me at once without the slight-
est instant of reflection on my part . and
in a quite different direction from any of those
which I previously tried to follow" (p. 15).
Poincar6 records that "the changes of travel
made me forget my mathematical work. Hav-
ing reached Coutances, we entered an omnibus
to go some place or other. At the moment when
I put my foot on the step the idea came to me,
without anything in my former thoughts seem-
ing to have paved the rvay for it, that the trans-
formations I had used to define the Fuchsian
functions were identical with those of non-
Euclidean geometrv" (p. 37).

\Vhitehead rvrites of "the state of imagina-
tive muddled suspense which precedes success-
ful inductive generaiization" (Ghiseiin, 1952,
p. 15), and Stephen Spender describes "a dim
cloud of an idea rvhich I feel must be condensed
into a shorver of rvords" (p. 15). Henry James
speaks of his deliberate consignment of an idea
to the realm of the unconscious r.l'here it can be
s'orked upon and reaiized: "I \4'as charmed
rvith my idea, n'hich would take, however.
much working out; and because it had so much
to give, I think, must I have dropped it for the
time into the deep rvell of unconscious cerebra-
tion: not rvithout the hope, doubtless, that it
might eventuailr- emerge from that reservoir,
as one had alreadv knorvn the buried treasure
to come to iight, ivith a firm iridescent surface
and a notable increase of weight" (p. 26).

That mundane problem-solving in everydal'
life differs little, in its degree of consciousness.
from the problem-solving of creative geniuses,
is indicated b1' the verv elegant work of Maier,
done some -15 r 'ears ago. In Maier's (1931)
classic experiment, trvo cords rvere hung fronr
the ceiling of a laboratorv strervn rvith manr'
objects such as poies, r ingstands, clamps, pl iers.
and extension cords. The subject \vas told that
his task \yas to tie the trvo ends of the cords
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together. The problenr in cloing so \\'as that 'rhe

cords rvere piaced iar enough f,part that the
subject could not, n'hi le hoiding onto one corci,
reach the other. Three of the possibie solutions,
such as tying an extension cord to one of the
ceii ing cords, came easiiv to Jlaier 's subjects.
After each solution, )Iaier told his subjects
"Now do it a different rval-." One of the solu-
tions rvas much more diflrcult than the others,
and most subjects could not discover i t  on their
ou.n. After the subject had been stuntped for
several minutes, Ilaier. rvho had been lvander-
ing around the room, casuallv put one of the
cords in motion, Then, t1-picaill' rvithin {5
seconds of this cue, the subject picked up a
rveight, tied it to the end of one of the cords,
set it to swinging iike a pendulum, ran to the
other cord, grabbed it, and rvaited for the hrst
cord to srving close enoueh that it could be
seized.. Immediateiv thereafter, IIaier asked
the subject to tel l  about his experience of get-
ting the idea of a pendulum. This question eii-
cited such answers as "It just dawned on me.,,
"It was the only thing lefr." "I just realized the
cord would swing if I fastened a weight to ir."
A psychology professor subject was more in-
ventive: "Having exhausted everything else,
the next thing was to srving it. I thought of the
situation of swinging across a river. I had
imagery of monkeys stvinging from trees. This
imagery appeared"simultaneously with the so-
Iution. The idea appeared complete."

Persistent probing after the free report suc-
ceeded in eliciting reports of Maier's hint and
its utilization in the solution of the problem
from slightly less than a third of the subjects.
This fact should be quickly qualified, however,
by another of Maier's findings. Maier was able
to establish that one particular cue-twirling a
weight on a cord-was a useless hint, that is,
subjects were not aided in solving the problem
by exposure to this cue. For some of the sub-
jects, this useless cue was presented prior to the
genuinely helpful cue. All of these subjects
reported that the useless cue had been helpful
and denied that the critical cue had played any
role in their solution. These inaccurate reports
cast doubt on any presumption that even the
third of Maier's subjects who accurately re-
ported that they used the helpful cue were re-
porting such use on the basis of genuinely in-
sightful introspection, since when they were

-} IE\T.\L PROCESSES

onered a iaise "decor-" cue thev preferred it  as
an e-rpianation for tireir solution.

Reports on the Efects oJ l,he Presence oj Others
on, Helpin,g Behat:ior

Latan6 and Darlel '  (1970) have shorvn, in a
large number of experiments in a wide variety
of settings, that people are increasingiy less
Iikel1' to help others in distress as the number
of rvitnesses or bystanders increases. Thus, for
example, the more people who overhear an in-
dividual in another room having what sounds
Iike an epileptic seizure, the lolver the prob-
abiiitl' that any given individual rviil rush to
heip. Latan6 and Dariey early became in-
trigued b1' the fact that their subjects seemed
utterlv unaware of the influence of the pres-
ence of other people on their behavior. Accord-
ingh', thel' systematically asked the subiecl-s
in each of their experiments whether thel'
thought the."- had been influenced the the pres-
ence of other people. "We asked this question
every wav we knerv how: subtly, directly, tact-
fuily', biuntly. Ahvays we got the same answer.
Subjec'"s persistently claimed that their be-
havior was not influenced by the other people
present. This denial occurred in the face of re-
sults shorving that the presence of others did
inhibit helping" (p. 124). It should also be
noted that when Latanl and Darley described
their experiments in detail to other subiects
and asked these subjects to predict how others,
and they themselves, would behave when alone
or with other people present, these observer
subjects uniformly agreed that the presence of
other people would have no effect on their own
or other people's behavior.

Thus the literature contains evidence from
domains other than insufficient-justification
and attribution research suggesting that people
may have little ability to report accurately
about their cognitive processes. The subliminal
perception literature suggests that people may
sometimes be unable to report even the exist-
ence of influential stimuli, and anecdotal re-
ports of creative workers suggest that this may
frequently be the case in problem-solving. In
addition, these anecdotal reports suggest the
most extreme form of inaccessibility to cogni-
tive processes-literal lack of awareness that a
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process of any kind is occurring until the mo-
ment that the result appears. The work of
Maier and of Latan| and Darley additionallv
suggests that even when subjects are thor-
oughly cognizant of the existence of the rele-
vant stimuli, and of their responses, they may
be unable to report accurately about the in-
fluence of the stimuli on the responses.

Demonstrations of Subject Inability to Report
Accurately on the Effects of Stimuli

on Responses

Though the evidence we have revies'ed is
consistent with the skepticism expressed bv
cognitive psychologists concerning peopie's
ability to introspect about their cognitive pro-
cesses, the evidence is limited in several re-
spects. Dissonance and attribution processes
may be unique in important ways. For example,
deceptive practices are of ten emplol'ed in
structuring the stimulus situations in such ex-
periments, and these practices mar- result in
people being misled in ways that do not nor-
mally occur in daily life. The subiiminal per-
ception literature is controversial, and though
the new data and theoretical arguments have
proved to be convincing to manv investigators,
the critical response to these nelv developments
has not been formulated, and it mar- r-et prove
to be as devastating as the previous rvave of
criticism was to older evidence and formula-
tions. The evidence on problem-solving pro-
cesses is anecdotal, except for one series of ex-
periments employing a single tlpe of probien-r.
That particular problem, moreo\:er, \\'as a
spatial one, and subjects mav find special dif-
ficultf in reporting verballl'about spatial rea-
soning. The Latan6 and Darlev hndings are
impressive, but they deal rvith arvareness of
only a single type of response. lloreover, sub-
jects and even observers mav be highlv noti-
vated to denl' the role of such a trivial factor as
the presence of others in such an important
ethical domain as the rendering of help to an-
other human in distress.

In order to f i l l  in the gaps in the l i terature,
u.e have performed a serie-. of srlall studies in-
vestigating people's abii i t l '  to report accurarelr
on the effects of st imuli on their responses.

They u'ere designed *'ith several criteria in
m ind :

1. The cognitive processes studied were of a
routine sort that occur frequently in daily life.
Deception was used minimally, and in only a
few of the studies.

2. Studies were designed to sample a wide
range of behavioral domains, including evalu-
ations, judgments, choices, and predictions.

3. Care was taken to establish that subjects
were thoroughlv cognizant of the existence of
both the critical stimulus and their own
responses.

4. \\'ith trvo exceptions, the critical stimuli
rvere verbal in nature, thus reducing the pos-
sibilitl- that subjects could be cognizant of the
role of the critical stimulus but simply unable
to describe it verballl'.

5. Most of the stimulus situations were de-
signed to be as little ego-involving as possible so
that subjects u,ould not be motivated on
grounds of social desirability or self-esteem
maintenance to assert or deny the role of par-
ticuiar stimuli in influencing their responses.

The reader is entitled to know that the stim-
ulus situations u'ere chosen in large part be-
cause u-e feit that subjects would be wrong
about the efiects of the stimuli on their re-
sponses. \\'e deliberatelv attempted to study
situation-s n'here ire felt that a particular stim-
uius v'ould exert an influence on subjects' re-
sponses but that subjects would be unable to
cletecr i t ,  and situations where we felt a part i-
cular stimulus n'ould be ineffective but subjects
ri'ould believe it to have been influential. It is
even more important to note, however, that
\ \ 'c  1\ 'prp h iohi r '  ' rn59g695Eful  in  th is  at tempted! ! L  r r L r L

bias. In general. \r'e \\'ere no more accurate ln
our predictions about stimulus effects than the
subiects proved to be in their reports about
stimuius eftects. Jlost of the stimuli that we
espected to influence subjects' responses turned
oLlt to have no efiect. and many of the stimuli
that u'e e.rpected to have no effect turned out
to be inf luential.

In all of the studies, some component of a

compler stimulus situation was manipulated
and the inrpact of this stimulus component on
rcip()nses couid thus be assessed. Subjects, as
ii rurneo oui, \\'ere r-irtuallr- never accurate in
i i : ' : i i  ren.,r i . .  I i  i l re st imulus component had a
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. iqn incant  enect  dn responses.  subject :  tvp ic-
ai i l '  reported that i t  rvas noninfluentiai l  i f  the
stimulus component had no signitrcant elTect,
subjects t1'pical ly'  reported that i t  had been
influential.

Foilure to Report the Intluence oJ
Efectite Stimulus F actors

Erroneous Reports about Stimuli In_fluencing
-J, s s oc i at it e B e haai or

The phenomenon oi verbal association
seemed a fruitful one for illustrating an inabilitv
to report accuratelv about the role of influential
stimuii. For example, it seems Iikely that simul-
taneous associative behavior-rvhen t'*'o people
speak the same thought or begin humming the
same tune at the same time-may occur be-
cause of the presence of some stimulus rvhich
,-ets off identical associative processes in the
trvo people. Then, because these associative
processes are hidden from conscious vierv, both
parties are mystified about Lhe occurrence of
the "coincidental" mutual behavior.

In order to test subject ability to report in-
fluences on their associative behavior, we had
81 male introductorv psychology students
memorize a list of word pairs. Some of these
word pairs were intended to generate associa-
tive processes that would elicit certain target
words in a word association task to be per-
formed at a later point in the experiment. For
example, subjects memorized the word pair
"ocean-moon" with the expectation that when
they were later asked to name a detergent, they
rvould be more likely to give the target "Tide"

than would subjects who had not previouslv
been exposed to the word pairs. In all, eight
word pair cues were employed, and all eight did
in fact have the effect of increasing the prob-
ability of target responses in the word associa-
tion task. The average effect of the semantic
cuing was to double the frequency of target
responses, from 10/s to 20/6 (p < .001). Im-
mediately following the word association task,
subjects were asked in open-ended form why
they thought they had given each of their re-
sponses in the word association task. Despite
the fact that nearly all subjects could recall
nearly all of the words pairs, subjects almost
never mentioned a word pair cue as a reason for

gir-ing a particular target response. Instead.
subjects focused on some distinctive feature of
the target ("Tide is the best-known deter-
gent"), some personal meaning of it ("]I)'

mother uses Tide"). or an affective reaction to
it ("I like the Tide box"). When specificallv
asked about anv possible effect of the word
cues, approximately a third of the subjects did
sav that the rvords had probably had an effect,
but there is reason to doubt that these reports
rvere indications of any true awareness. An
"awareness ratio" was calculated for each tar-
get rvord. This was the number of subjects who
reported an influence of the cues divided by the
number of subjects who were influenced by the
cues. This latter number was an estimate,
based on the number of cued subjects lvho gave
the target response minus the number of un-
cued subjects who gave the target response.
These awareness ratios for the eight target
rvords ranged from 0 to 2M/s. This means that
for some of the target words, none of the sub-
jects reported any influence of the word cues,
and for others, many more subjects reported an
influence than were probably influenced.

Erroneous Reports about' Position Efects on
Appraisal and Choice

We conducted two studies that serendipit-
ously showed a position effect on evaluation of
an array of consumer goods. (W. had at-
tempted, unsuccessfully, to manipulate the
smell of garments in the array.) In both studies,
conducted in commercial establishments under
the guise of a consumer survey, passersby were
invited to evaluate articles of clothing-four
different nightgowns in one study (378 sub-
jects) and four identical pairs of nylon stock-
ings in the other (52 subjects). Subjects were
asked to say which article of clothing was the
best quality and, when they announced a
choice, were asked why they had chosen the
article they had. There was a pronounced left-

to-right position effect, such that the right-
most object in the array was heavily over-
chosen. For the stockings, the effect was quite
large, with the right-most stockings being pre-
ferred over the left-most by a factor of almost
four to one. When asked about the reasons for

their choices, no subject ever mentioned spon-
taneously the position of the article in the
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afiay. And, when asked directly about a pos-
sible effect of the position of the article, virtu-
ally all subjects denied it, usualll' rvith a
worried glance at the interviewer suggesting
that they felt either that they had misunder-
stood the question or were dealing rvith a mad-
man.

Precisely why the position effect occurs is
not obvious. It is possible that subjects carried
into the judgment task the consumer's habit
of "shopping around," holding off on choice of
early-seen garments on the left in favor of later-
seen garments on the right.

Erroneous Reports abou.t Anchoring Efects
on Predictions

In an unpublished study bl 'E. Borgida, R.
Nisbett, and A. Tversky, subjects (60 intro-
ductory psychology students) rvere asked to
guess what the average behavior of L niversitv
of Nlichigan students rvould be in three differ-
ent experiments. Some subjects rvere given an
"anchor" in the form of knorviedge about the
behavior of a particular "randomly chosen sub-
ject." Of the anchor subjects, some \\ere given
only information about the individual's be-
havior, while others rvere also shou-n a brief
videotaped intervieu' rvith the individual. It
had been anticipated that the videotape rvould
increase the saiience and vividness of the an-
chcr and that subjects who were exposed to it
rvould show a greater anchoring efrect, that is,
that their estimates of the average behavior of
the sample would cluster more closeil- about
the anchor value. Onll- rveak support for the
prediction was found, and anchoring effects
across the experiments described to subjects
ranged from huge and highly statisticall)' sig-
nificant ones dorvn to actual "anti-anchoring"

effects (i.e., somewhat greater variance of es-
timates of the sample average for anchor con-
ditions than for the no-anchor condition). This
range of effects, however, made possible a tesL
of subjects'abilitl ' to report on their utiiization
of the anchor value. Immediatell'after making
their estimates of average sample behavior,
subjects were asked about the extent to t'hich
they had relied on knorvledge about the par-
ticuiar individual's behavior in making these
estimates. Subjects reported moderate uti l iza-
tion of the anchor value in all conditions. Thus

RICHARD E. )iISBETT AND TIMOTHY DECA}TP IVILSON

they reported the same degree of utiiization of
the anchor value for experiments where it had
not been used at all as they did for experiments
s'here it had heaviiy influenced their estimates.

Erroneous Reports about the Inf'u.ence oJ an'
Indiaid,ual's Personality on. Reactions to his
P hy s ical C har acter isti c s

Perhaps the most remarkable of the demon-
strations is one rve have described in detail
elsewhere (Nisbett & \\iilson, in press). This
study, an experimental demonstration of the
halo effect, showed that the manipulated
warmth or coldness of an individual's person-
ality had a large effect on ratings of the at-
tractiveness of his appearance, speech, and
mannerisms, yet many subjects actually in-
sisted that cause and effect ran in the opposite
direction. They asserted that their feelings
about the individual's appearance' speech, and
mannerisms had influenced their liking of him.

Subjects were shon'n an intervierv with a col-
lege teacher u'ho spoke English rvith a Euro-
pean accent. The interview dealt with teaching
practices and philosophy of education. Half the
subjects sau' the teacher answering the ques-
tions in a pieasant, agreeable, and enthusiastic
rvay (warm condition). The other half saw an
autocratic martinet, rigid, intolerant, and dis-
trustful of his students (cold condit ion). Sub-
jects then rated the teacher's likability and
rated also three attributes that rvere by their
nature essentiali\- invariant across the two ex-
perimental conditions : his physical appearance,
his mannerisms, and his accent. Subjects rvho
sarv the warm version of the interview liked the
teacher much better than subjects rvho saw the
cold version of the interview, and there \Yas a
very' marked halo efrect. Most of the subjects
u'ho saw the rvarm version rated the teacher's
appearance, mannerisms, and accent as at-
tractive, while a majority of subjects who sau"
the cold version rated these qualities as irritat-
ing. Each of these differences rvas significant
at the .001 level.

Some subjects in each condition were asked
if their liking for the teacher had influenced
their ratings of the three attributes, and some
rvere asked if their liking for each of the three
attributes had influenced their liking of the

teacher. Subjects in both \Yarm and cold condi-
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l ions stroneiv denied anv efiect of their or-erai l
l iking for the teacher on ratings of his attr i-
butes. Subjects lvho sarv the u.arrn version also
denied that their liking of his attributes had in-
fluenced their overail liking. But subjects rvho
sarv the cold version asserted that their dislik-
ing of each of the three attributes had lorvered
their overall liking for him. Thus it rvouid ap-
pear that these subjects preciselv inverted the
true causal relationship. Their disiiking of the
teacher lorvered their evaluation of his appear-
ance, his mannerisms, and accent, but subjects
denied such an influence and asserted instead
that their dislike of these attributes had de-
creased their liking of him I

Reporting the Inlluence of Inefectiz'c
Stimulus Factors

Three of our demonstrations invoived the
rnanipulation of stimulus factors that turned
out to have no efrect on subjects' judgments.
In each of these studies, subjects reported that
at ieast some of these actuallv inefrective fac-
tors had been highly influential in their
judgments.

Erroneous Reports about the Emolional Impact
of Literary Passages

In the first of these studies, 152 subjects (in-
troductory psychology students) read a seiec-
tion from the novel Rabbit, Run by John Up-
dike. The selection described an alcoholic
housewife who has just been left by her hus-
band and who is cleaning up her filthy home in
preparation for a visit by her mother. While
drunkenly washing her infant girl, she acci-
dentially allows the child to drown. The selec-
tion is well written and has a substantial emo-
tional impact even when read out of the context
of the rest of the novel. There were four con-
ditions of the experiment. In one condition,
subjects read the selection as it was written. In
a second condition, a passage graphically de-
scribing the messiness of the baby's crib was
deleted. In a third condition, subjects read the
selection minus a passage physically describing
the baby girl. In the fourth condition, both
passages were deleted.

After reading the selection, all subjects were
asked what emotional impact it had had. Then

f IE \T . \L  PROCESSES

the manipulated passages \Yere pre.iented' and

subjects rvere asked horv the presence of lhc
passage had affected lor ivould have affectecl.
for subjects for rvhom the passage was deleted r.

the ernotional impact of the selection. As it

turned out, there was no detectable effect on

reported emotional impact due to inclusion
versus deietion of either passage. (Both pairs

of means difrered by less than .10 on a 7-point
scale.) Subjects reported, however, that the
passages had increased the impact of the selec-
tion. Subjects exposed to the passage describing
the messiness of the baby's crib rvere virtualli'
unanimous in their opinion that the passase
had increased the impact of the selection :86c''s
said the passage had increased the impact. Tlvo
thirds of the subjects exposed to the physical
description of the babv reported that the pas-
sage had had an effect, and of those who re-
ported it had an effect, two and a half times as

manv subjects said it had increased the impact
of the selection as said it decreased the impact.
The subjects rvho rvere not exposed to the pas-
sages on the initial reading predicted that both
passages rvould have increased the impact of

the selection had they been included' Predicted

effects bv these subjects were in fact extremely
close to the pattern of (erroneous) reported
effects by subjects who were exposed to the
passages.

Erroneous Reports about the Efects of

Distractions on Reactions to a Film

In another study, 90 subjects (introductory

psychology students) were asked to view a

brief documentary on the plight of the Jewish
poor in large cities. Some subjects viewed the

film rvhile a distracting noise (produced by a

power sarv) occurred in the hall outside. Other
subjects viewed the film while the focus was
poorly adjusted on the projector. Control sub-
jects viewed the film under conditions of no dis-

traction. After viewing the film, subjects rated

it on three dimensions-how interesting they

thought it was, how much they thought other
people would be affected by it, and how sym-
pathetic they found the main character to be'

Then, for experimental conditions, the experi-

menter apologized for the poor viewing con-

ditions and asked subjects to indicate next to

each rating whether he had been influenced by
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the noise or poor focus. Neither the noise nor
the poor focus actually had an1' detectable
effect on any of the three ratings. (Ratings were
in general trivially higher for distraction sub-
jects.) In the first and only demonstration of
reasonably good accuracy in subject report of
stimulus effects we found, most of the subjects
in the poor focus condition actualll' reported
that the focus had not affected their ratings
(although 27/s of the subjects reported that
the focus had lowered at least one rating, a pro-
portion significantly different from zero). A
majority of subjects in the noise condition,
however, erroneously reported that the noise
had affected their ratings. Fifty-five per cent of
these subjects reported that the noise had low-
ered at least one of their ratings.

Erroneous Reports about the Efects of
Reassurance on\l:illingness to Take Electric
Shocks

In a third study, 75 subjects (male intro-
ductory psychology students) rvere asked to
predict how much shock they n'ould take in an
experiment on the effects of intense electric
shocks. One version of the procedurai protocol
for the experiment included a "reassurance"

that the shocks would do "no permanent
damage." The other version did not include
this "reassurance." Subjects receiving the first
version were asked if the phrase about perman-
ent damage had affected their predictions about
the amount of shock thev rvould take, and sub-
jects receiving the second version n'ere asked if
the phrase would have affected their predic-
tions, had it been included. Inclusion of the
phrase in fact had no effect on predicted shock
taking, but a majority of subjects reported that
it did. Of those reporting an effect, more than
80/sreported it had increased their predictions.
Subjects .w'ho had not received the phrase \\'ere
similarly, and erroneouslv, inclined to sat' that
it rvould have increased their rviilingness to
take shock had it been included.

Taken together, these studies indicate that
the accuracy of subject reports about higher
order mental processes mav be r.err- lorv. \\'e
rvish to acknowiedge that there are method-
ological and interpretive probiems riith some
of the individual studies, hos'ever. -\lthough
the masnitude of effects induced bv effective

RICHARD E. NISBETT AND TIMOTHY DECAMP WILSON

critical stimuli ranged from a ratio of 2 :1 over 3.
control values to a ratio of 4 : 1, the critical tion
stimuli may often have been merely necessary wor.
and not sufficient causes of the responses in exis
question. Therefore subjects may often have 4.
been correct in asserting that some other stim- zanl
ulus was a more important determinant of their spor
responses. In studies rvhere the manipulated rectl
stimuli were ineffective (e.g., the literar)' pas- resp
sage and distraction studies), it is conceivable tion
that perceived experimenter demands couid atur
have contributed to the results. And finallv, in the ,
some of the studies it could be argued that the (tgi
subjects denied the role of the influential
stimulus in order to avoid looking silly or fool- In
ish (e.g., the posit ion effect study), and not be- som(
cause they u'ere unaware of its causal role. not r

We also wish to acknowledge that the studies of th
do not suffice to shorv that people could neuer be exan
accurate about the processes involved. To do the I
so rvould require ecologicallv meaningless but to of
theoretically interesting procedures such as surel
interrupting a process at the very moment it woul
was occurring, alerting subjects to pay careful Simil
attention to their cognitive processes, coaching effec1
them in introspective procedures, and so on. to or
\\-hat the studies do indicate is that such intro- phen
spective access as ma)' exist is not sufficient to awarl
produce accurate reports about the role of facto
crit ical st imuli in response to questions asked fects,
a ferv minutes or seconds after the stimuli have their
been processed and a response produced. other

Judgr

The ()r igin of \-erbal Reports -{bout objec

Cognitive Processes was e
influe

The Fount That )-ercr lI-as Pol
nave

In summarr', it u-ouid appear that people more
mav have little abilitv to report accurateiv on that tr
their cognitive processes : out b,

and c
1. Son-retimes, as in manv dissonance ancl ins al

attr ibution studies, people are unable to report deicri
correctlv even about the existence of the evalu- also t
ative and motivational responses produced b1' \ve cal
the manipulations. nrake

2. Sometimes. as in dissonance and attr ibr. i-  thel '  r
t ion studies. and in the reports of creatir- '  may
art ists and scientists. people appear to be un- eventt
abie to report thlt  a cognit ive process ha= Tire
occurred. rvith
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i. Sonretinles. rts ln ' .he =Lrit i inrinl i  i lercuD-
tion I i terature anri rhe reports of creati\-e
rvorkers, people ntev i tot be abje to identi iv r ire
existence of the crit ical st inrulr. is.

-1. Er.en rvhen peopie are completelr- cogni_
ztnt of the esistence ,r i  both ,. t imuius ancl re-
sponse. thev appear to l ;e unable to report cor-
rectlv about the effect of the stirtrulus on t ire
response. This is true in cl is_.onance and attr ibu-
t ion studies, in the sult l inrinal perception l i ter-
ature, in the reports oi creative n-orkers. anci in
the rvork by' \ Iaier (19.i1), Laran6 and Darler.
r 1970), and in our o\\ 'n studies described abor-e.

In addit ion, rve nright point out that at leasl
-.ome psvchologi cal phenomena probablr- rvou ld
not occur in the hrst place if  people were a\\.are
of the inf luence of certain crir ical st imuli.  For
example, if peopie were A\\'are of the ettects of
the presence of other people on their tendencv
io otfer help to a person in distress, ther- rvouii
.urelr.- strive to counteract that influence. and
',vouid therefore not shol- the tvpical effect.
Similarlv, if people rvere "r,'o." of position
efiects on their evaluations, ther- rvould attempt
to overcome these efrects. A number of other
phenomena rvouid seem to depend on lack of
awareness of the role plar-ed bv certain criticai
factors, for exampie, halo eflects, contrast ef-
iects, and order effects. If people knerv that
their judgments were subject to inf luence from
trther judgments made about an object or from
judgments just previouslv made about other
objects, or from the order in rvhich the object
rvas examined, then thev would correct for such
influences and these effects would not exist.

Poianyi (1964) and others (e.g., Gross, 197-l)
irave argued persuasivelv that ,,we can knorv
more than we can tell," by which it is meant
that people can perform skilled activities with-
out being able to describe rvhat they are doing
and can make fine discriminations without be-
ing able to articulate their basis. The research
described above suggests that the converse is
aiso true-that we sometimes tell more than
we can know. More formally, people sometimes
make assertions about mental events to which
they may have no access and these assertions
may bear little resemblance to the actual
events.

The evidence reviewed is then consistent
rvith the most pessimistic vierv concerning

per)ple s abll l tv to report accl lratei\- al)()t- i t
their cosnit ive processes. Though ruethodotou-
ical inpl ications are not our chief concern. \\ 'e
should note that the er. ' idence indicates i t  rnar'
be quite misieadine for social scientists to ask
their subjects about the inf luences on their
evaluations. choices, or behavior. The relevant
research indicates that such reports, as rvei l  as
predict ions, mav have l i t t le value except for
rvhater-er uti l i tv thev mav have in the studv of
verbai explanations per se.

l lore importantly, the evidence suggests
that peopie's erroneous reports about their cog-
nitir-e processes are not capricious or
haphazard. but instead are regular and svste-
matic. Evidence for this comes frorl the fact
that "observer" subjects, lvho did not part ici-
pate in e.rperimenrs but rvho simplr- read ver-
bal descript ions of them, made predict ions
about the stimuli r';hich were remarkablr- simi-
iar to the reports about the stimuli bv subjects
rvho had actualll' been exposed to them. In
e.rperiments bv Latan6 and Darlev (1970), and
in several of our olvn studies, subjects were
asked to predict horv they themselves, or horv
other people, rvould react to the stimulus situa-
tions that had actuallv been presented to other
subjects. The observer subjects made predic-
tions that in every case were similar to the er-
roneous reports given by the actual subjects.
Thus Latan6 and Darley's original subjects
denied that the presence of other people had
affected their behavior, and observer subjects
also denied that the presence of others would
affect either their own or other people's be-
havior. \\-hen our word association study was
described to observer subjects, the judgments
of the probability that particular word cues
rvould affect particular target responses were
positivell' correlated with the original subjects'
"introspective reports" of the effects of the
word cues on the target responses. (Both sub-
ject reports and observer predictions were
slightlv negatively correlated with true cuing
effects.) In two of our other studies, subjects
were asked to predict how they would have re-
sponded to stimuli that were actually presented
to subjects in another condition. In both cases,
predictions about behavior were very similar
to the inaccurate reports of subjects who had
actuallv been exposed to the conditions. Thus,
whatever capacity for introspection exists, it
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does not produce accurate reports about stim-
ulus effects, nor does it even produce reports
that differ from predictions of observers operat-
ing only with a verbal description of the stimu-
lus situation. As Bem (1967) put it in a similar
context, if the reports of subjects do not differ
from the reports of observers, then it is unnec-
cessary to assume that the former are drawing
on "a fount of privileged knowledge" (p. 186).
It seems equally clear that subjects and ob-
servers are drawing on a similar source for their
verbal reports about stimulus effects. What
might this be?

A Priori Causal Theories

We propose that when people are asked to
report how a particular stimulus influenced a
particular response, they do so not by consult-
ing a memory of the mediating process, but by
applying or generating causal theories about
the effects of that type of stimulus on that tlpe
of response. They simply make judgments, in
other words, about how plausible it is that the
stimulus would have influenced the response.
These plausibility judgments exist prior to, or
at least independentll' of, any actual contact
with the particular stimulus embedded in a
particular complex stimulus configuration.
Causal theories mav have any of several
origins.

1. The culture or a subculture mav have ex-
plicit rules stating the relationship between a
particular stimulus and a particular response
("I came to a stop because the light started to
change." "I played a trump because I had no
cards in the suit that was led").

2. The culture or a subculture mav supplJ'
impiicit theories about causal relations. In
Abelson's (1968) terms, the presence of a par-
ticular stimulus may "psychologicallf impll"'
a particular response ("Jim gave florvers to
Amy [*.]; that's why she's [I'-] acting
pleased as punch today"). In Kellev's (19i2)
terms, people growing up in a given culture
learn certain "causal schemata," psychological
rules governing likely stimulus-response reia-
tions ("The ballplayer [I] was paid to endorse
Aqua-\ielva, that's the only reasolt he tI]
endorsed it").

3. An individual ma,v hold a particular
causal theory on the basis of empiricai observa-
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tion of covariation between stimuli of the gen-
eral type and responses of the general t1pe.
("I'm grouchy today. I'm always grouchy
when I don't break 100 in golf.") There is rea-
son to suspect, however, that actual covariation
may play less of a role in perceived or reported
covariation than do theories about covariation.
The Chapmans (Chapman,7967; Chapman &
Chapman, 1967, 1969) have shown that pow-
erful covariations may go undetected when the
individual lacks a theory leading him to suspect
covariation and, conversely, that the individual
may perceive covariation where there is none
if he has a theory leading him to expect it. The
present position, of course, leads to the expecta-
tion that people would be as subject to theory-
induced errors in self-perception as in the per-
ception of convariation among purely external
events.

4. In the absence of a culturally supplied
rule, implicit causal theory, or assumption
about covariation, people may be able to gen-
erate causal hlpotheses linking even novel
stimuli and novel responses. They may do so
by searching their networks of connotative re-
iations surrounding the stimulus description
and the response description. If the stimulus is

connotatively similar to the response, then it
may be reported as having influenced the re-
sponse. To the extent that people share simiiar
connotative netrvorks they would be expected
to arrive at similar judgments about the like-
lihood of a causal link between stimulus anci

response.

We do not wish to imply that all or even
most a priori causai theories are wrong. Verbal
reports relying on such theories will typicalll'
be wrong not because the theories are in error
in every case but merely because they are incor-
rectly applied in the particular instance.

The tools that people employ when asked to

make judgments about causality are analogous
to the "representativeness heuristic" described
by Tversk-v and Kahneman (1973, l9i1'

Kahneman & Tversky, 1973)' These writers
have proposed that rvhen making judgments

about the probabilitl'that an individual is, sa1"

a librarian, one does so by comparing his in-

formation about the individual n'ith the con-

tents of his stereotlpe concerning librarians' If

the information is representative of the coti-
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tents oi the stereot\-pe concernirtg l ibrarians.
then it  is deemed "probable" that the indir. id-
ual is u l ibrarian. Information that is nrore
pert inent to a lrue probabil i t l '  judgment, such
as the proport ion of l ibrarians in the popuia-
t ion, is ignored. \\-e are proposing that a similar
sort of representativeness heuristic is empioved
in assessing cause and ettect relations in seif-
perception. Thus a part icular st imulus rvi l l  be
deemecl a representative cause if the stin'ruius
and re,rponse are i inked via a ruie, an implicit
theor\', a presumed empirical covariation, or
overiapping connotative netrvorks.

In the experiments reviewed above, then,
subjects mav have been making simple repre-
sentativeness judements when asked to intro-
spect about their coqnitive processes. \\'orrv
and concern seem to be representative, plaus-
ible rea.:ons for insomnia rvhile thouehts about
the ph1'sioiogicai elTects of piils do not. Seeing
a rveighr t ied to a str ing seems representative of
the reasons for soiving a problem that requires
tving a weight to a cord, rvhile simplr. seeing
the cord put into motion does not. The plight
of a victim and one's own ability to help him
seem representative of reasons for intervening,
while the sheer number of other people present
does not. The familiarity of a detergent and
one's experience with it seem representative of
reasons for its coming to mind in a free associ-
ation task, while rvord pairs memorized in a
verbal learning experiment do not. The knit,
sheerness, and weave of nylon stockings seem
representative of reasons for liking them, while
their position on a table does not. And a reas-
surance that electric shock will cause no per-
manent damage seems representative of reasons
for accepting shock; reading about the behavior
of a particular experimental subject (the "an-

chor" value) seems representative of the rea-
sons for choosing a similar behavior as the
average value for the subject population as a
whole; a passage graphically describing the
physical characteristics of a child seems repre-
sentative of reasons for being emotionally af-
fected by a literary selection ending with the
death of a child, and a distracting noise seems
representative of reasons for not liking a film.

When subjects were asked about their cog-
nitive processes, therefore, they did something
that may have felt like introspection but which
in fact may have been only a simple judgment
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of the e-\tent to n'hich input was a representa-
tive or plausibie cause of output. It seems
iikely-, in fact, that the subjects in the present
studies, and ordinary people in their daily lives,
do not even attempt to interrogate their mem-
ories about their cognitive processes rr.'hen thev
are asked questions about them. Rather, thev
mav resort in the first instance to a pooi of
culturalh' supplied explanations for behavior
of the sort in question or, failing in lhat, begin
a search through a network of connotative re-
lations until they find an explanation that mav
be adduced as psychologically implJ'ing the be-
havior. Thus if rve ask another person rvhl- he
enjoy'ed a particular partv and he r€spon,.--
rvith "I liked the people at the partt," we mav
be extremely dubious as to whether he has
reached this conclusion as a result of anvthing
that might be called introspection. We are justi-

hed in suspecting that he has instead aske,l
himself \\:hy People Enjoy Parties and has
come up with the altogether plausible hypo-
thesis that in general people will like parties if
they iike the people at the parties. Then, his
only excursion into his storehouse of private in-
formation would be to make a quick check tc,
verify that his six worst enemies were not at the
party. If not, he confidently asserts that the
people-liking was the basis of his party-liking.
He is informationally superior to observers, in
this account, only by virtue of being able to
make this last-minute check of his enemies list,
and not by virtue of any ability to examine di-
rectly the effects of the stimuli (the people) on
his response (enjoyment).

The present view carries two important im-
plications that go beyond a merely anti-intro-

spectivist position: (a) People's reports will

sometimes be correct, and it should be possible

to predict when they will be likely to be cor-
rect. (b) People's reports about their higher

mental processes should be neither more nor
less accurate, in general, then the predictions

about such processes made by observers. An

experiment by Nisbett and Bellows (Note 3)'

reported below, tested both these implications.

Accuracy of Subject RePorts and
Obsertter Predictions

The above analysis implies that it should be

possible to demonstrate accuracy and inaccu-
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racy in verbal reports in the same experiment
by simply asking subjects to make trvo sorts of
judgments-those for which the influential
factors are plausible and are included in a pri-
ori causal theories. and others u'hich are in-
fluenced by implausible factors not included in
such theories. In the former case, both subjects
and observers should be accurate: in the latter,
neither should be accurate.

Nisbett and Bellows (Note 3) asked female
subjects to read a lengthy description of a
woman who was applying for a job as a
counselor in a crisis intervention center. Sub-
jects read what they believed was the applica-
tion portfolio, a lengthy document including a
letter of recommendation and a detailed report
of an interview with the center's director. Five
stimulus factors were manipulated. (a) The
woman's appearance was either described in
such a way as to make it clear that she was
quite physically attractive, or nothing rvas said
about her appearance. (b) The woman was
either described as having superb academic
credentials, or nothing was said about her aca-
demic credentials. (c) The woman ri'as de-
scril,,ed as having spilled a cup of cofiee over
the interviewer's desk, or nothing rvas said
about any such incident. (d) The \yonan \ -as

described as having been in a serious auto ac-
cident, or nothing was said about an accident.
(e) Subjects were either toid that ther- rvould
meet the woman whose folder ther- n'ere read-
ing, or thel' were told that thev s-ould rneet
some other applicant. These stimuli \\'ere
manipulated factorially.

After reading the portfolio, subjects were
asked to make four judgments about the
woman: (a) how much thel' liked her, (b) how
svmpathetic they thought she would be tos'ard
clients' problems, (c) horv intelligent thev
thought she was, and (d) horl' flexible thev
thought she would be in dealing ri'ith clients'
problems. Then subjects u'ere asked horv each
of the factors (ranging from 0 for some subjects
up to 5 for others) had influenced each of the
four judgments.

In addition, "observer" subjects $-ere asked
to state how each of the five factors rvould in-
fluence each of the four judgments. These sub-
jects did not read anv portfol io and. indeed. the
factors n'ere described onlr- in sumnarr- forn't
(e.g., "Suppose vou knerv that someone \\'as

quite physically attractive. How would that in-
fluence how much vou would like the person?").
Both observers and subjects answered these
questions on 7-point scales ranging from "in-

crease(d) nry liking a great deal" to "de-

crease(d) my iiking a great deal."
Two predictions about the results of the

study follow from the present analysis.

1. Subjects should be much more accurate in
their reports about the effects of the stimulus
factors on the intelligence judgment than in
their reports about the effects of the factors on
their other judgments. This is because the cul-
ture specifies more clearlv what sorts of factors
ought to influence a judgment of intelligence,
and in what way thel'should do so, than it does
for judgments such as liking, syrnpathy toward
others, or flexibility. In fact, the other factor-
judgment combinations were chosen rvith
malice aforethought. Recent work by social
ps1'chologists has shorvn that several of the
factors have implausible effects on several of
the judgments, for example, people tend to
give more favorable ratings on a number of di-
mensions to people s'hom they believe they are
about to meet than to people whom they do not
expect to meet (Darier '  & Berschied, 1967).

2. \\'hether subjects are generallv accurate
in reports about the effects of the factors on a
given judgment or generally inaccurate, their
accuracv will be equalled by observers rvorking
from impoverished descriptions of the factors'

The results gave the strongest possible sup-
port to both predictions. \Iean subject reports
about the effects of the factors, mean observer
reports, and mean actual effects (experimental

minus control means) \{ere compared for each
of the judgments. The most remarkable resuit
\yas that subject and observer reports of factor
utilization were so strongi-v correlated for each
of the judgments that it seems highll'unlikely
that subjects and observers could possibly have
arrived at these reports by different means.

]Iean subject and observer reports of factor

utilization \r,ere correiated .89 for the iiking
judgment, .8-l for the srn-rpathy judgment, .99
for the intei l igence judgment, and .77 for the
fleribilitv judgment. Such strong correspond-
ence betrveen subject and obsen'er reports sug-

gests that both groups produced these reports
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r.ia the sarre route. namelr- bv appir-ing or
generatinq sirr i lar causal theories.

As anticipated, subjecr accurac\- \ \-as ex-
tremely high for the intel l i_qence judgment.
Subject reports about the effects of the factors
were correlated .9-l rvith true effects of the
factors. Also as anticipated. holever, observer
predict ions were ful lv as accurate as subject re-
ports: Observer predict ions \\ 'ere correlated .98
rvith true efrects of the factors on the intelli-
gence judgment.

For the other judgments, the accuracv of
subject reports rvas litirallr'nil. Subject reports
were correlated -.31 rvith true efrects on the
liking judgment, .1-l rvith true effects on the
s\-rnpathy judgment, and .11 rvith true efrects
on the flexibiiit.v judgment. Once again, ob-
servers were neither more nor Iess accurate than
,.ubjects. Correiations of their predictions rvith
true effects rvere highll' similar to the correia-
tions of subject reports rvith true effects.

It should be noted that the experiment pro-
vides good justification for requiring a change
in the traditional empirical definition of aware-
ness. "Awareness" has been equated with "cor-

rect verbal report." The Nisbett and Bellorvs
experiment and the present analysis stronglv
suggest that this definition is misleading and
overgenerous. The criterion for "awareness"

should be instead "yerbal report which exceeds
in accuracy that obtained from observers pro-
vided with a general description of the stimu-
lus and response in question." Even highly ac-
curate reports, therefore, provide no evidence
of introspective awareness of the effects of the
stimuli on responses if observers can equal that
Ievel of accuracy.

Accuracy and Inaccuracy in Verbal
Explanations

When l4;ill We Be ll'rong In Our
Verbal Reborts?

It is possible to speculate further about the
circumstances that should promote accuracy in
reports about higher mental processes and those
that should impair accuracy. We will need to
call on another Tversky and Kahneman (1973)
concept to help describe these circumstances.
These writers proposed that a chief determin-
ant of judgments about the frequencv and
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probabil i tv of er-ents i-c the at 'ai lobi l i t t ' in nrem-
or' ' '  of the events a.t the t ime of judgntent.
Er-ents are judged as frequent in proport ion tt. ,
their availabilitr', and their availabilitr- is de-
termined bv such factors as the saiience of the
events at the time thev were encountered, the
strength of the netrvork of verbal associations
that spontaneouslv cal l  the events to mind, and
instructional manipulations designed to make
the events more saiient at the time of judgment.

The representativeness and availabiiitv
heuristics are undoubtedly intertrvined in the
appraisal of cause and effect relations. If a par-
ticular stimulus is not available, then it wiil
not be adduced in explanation of a given effect,
even though it might be highly representative
or plausible once cailed to mind. Similariv, the
representativeness heuristic mav be a chief
determinant of avaiiability in cause-effect
anaivsis: A part icular st imulus mav be avail-
able chieflr'because it is a highly representative
cause of the effect to be explained.

It is possible to describe many circumstances
that would serve to reduce the availability of a
given causal candidate that is in fact influen-
tiai, or to enhance the availability of a causal
candidate that is in fact noninfluential. Simi-
larlr', influential causes will sometimes be
nonrepresentative of the effects they produce,
and noninfluential factors nevertheless will be
highly representative causes. Ary of these cir-
cumstances should promote error in verbal
reports.

Remoaal in time. Perhaps chief among the
circumstances that should decrease accuracy in
self-report is a separation in time between the
report and the actual occurrence of the process.
In almost all the research described above, sub-
jects were asked about a cognitive process im-
mediately after its occurrence, often within
seconds of its occurrence. While the present
viewpoint holds that there may be no direct
access to process even under these circum-
stances, it is at least the case that subjects are
often cognizant of the existence of the effective
stimuli at this point. Thus subjects have some
chance of accurately reporting that a particular
stimulus was influential if it happens to seem
to be a plausible cause of the outcome. At some
later point, the existence of the stimulus may be
forgotten, or become less available, and thus
there would be little chance that it could be
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tion of hostility. There is good reason to suspect

that nonbehavior wiil be generally iess avail-

able and salient than behavior, and therefore

should rarely be reported as influential' But

the effect will still require explanation, and

thus noninfluential events will often be invoked

in preference to influential nonevents'

Nonaerbal behaaior. In evaluating other peo-

ple, we probably rely heavily on nonverbal cues

such as posture, distance, gaze, and the volume

and tone of voice (Argyle, Solter, Nicholson,

Williams, & Burgess, 1970). Yet it seems likely

that such nonverbal cues would be less avail-

able than verbal behavior, if only because

verbal labels for nonverbal behavior are few

and impoverished. To the extent that we rely

on verbal memory to explain our evaluations of

other people there will be proportionately more

verbai behaviors to serve as causal candidates

than nonverbal behaviors. To the extent that

nonverbal behaviors are important to evalua-

tions, relative to verbal behaviors, they will be

wrongly overlooked.
Discrepancy between' the magniktdes of cause

and. efeit. In general, we would expect that

factoii will be perceived as causal to the degree

that their magnitudes resemble the magnitude

of the effects thel' at. adduced to explain' In

the development of causal schemata, both the

notion that large causes can produce iarge ef-

fects and the notion that small causes can pro-

duce small efiects probably precede the de-

veiopment of the notion that iarge causes can

produ.. smail effects. The notion that smali

.uur., can produce large effects probabll' de-

velops very late and never attains very greal

stabiiity. it is iikely that conspiracl' theories

often feed on the d.iscrepancl- between offi'ci-

ally provided causal explanations and the iarge

effecit they are invoked to explain' It is out-

rageous that a singie, pathetic, rveak figure like

Le-e Harvel'Osrvald should alter u'orld historr-'

\\'hen confronted rvith iarge effects, it is t"

comparablv large causes that we turn for ex-

pianations. fnut rvhen Storms and \isbett

irq;O) intervierved insomniacs and asked thenr

why ihel' slept so littie, both on particuiar oc-

.u,iorn and in general, thel' rvere inciined ttr

esplain their insomnia in terms of the stress 01

correctly identified as influential. Similarly, the
vagaries of memory may allow the invention of
factors presumed to be present at the time the
process occurred. It is likely that such invented
factors would be generated by use of causal
theories. Thus it would be expected that the

more removed in time the report is from the

process, the more stereotypical should be the

reported explanation.
Mechanics of judgmenl.r There is a class of

influential factors to which we should be par-

ticularly blind. That class may be described as

the mechanics of judgment factors-for ex-

ample, serial order efiects, position effects, con-

trait efiects, and many types of anchoring ef-

fects. Such factors should seem particularly

implausible as reasons for liking or disliking an

object, or for estimating its magnitude on some

dimension as high or low. Indeed, it seems out-

rageous that such a judgment as one concerning

the quality of a nightgown might be affected by

its position in a series, or that the estimation of

the size of an object should be affected by the

size of a similar object examined just previ-

ously.
Cbntext. Generally, it should be the case that

we will be blind to contextual factors, or at any

rate be particularly poor at disentangling the

efiects oi tft. stimuius from the context in

rn'hich it was encountered' Contextual cues are

not likely to be spontaneousll- salient when we

are asked, or ask ourselves, why rve evaluated

an object as we did. Any question about an ob-
ject is likely to focus our attention on the prop-

erties of the object itself and to cause us to

ignore contextual cues' \\Ihen a question about

context is asked directly, on the other hand, as

rvhen u'e questioned our subjects about the ef-

fects of noise on their reactions to a film, con-

textual factors might well be reported as in-

fluential even rvhen they are not. Unlike

mechanics of judgment factors, man)' context

factors, once they are made available, shouid

seem highiv Plausibie causes.
f oneaents. Ross (in press) has pointed out

that many judgments and evaiuations probablv

are based at. Ieast in part on the nonoccurrence

of certain events. Thus one person fla1: sot-

recti)' perceive that another person does not

like him, and this perception ma1' be based

iargelv on the nonoccurrence of friendll' be-

haviors rather than on the outright manifesta-
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their current life siLuation or eveil in terns of

neurosis or chronic anrietr-. Snlailer causes,

such as an overheated room. a lendencv to rvork

or exercise or smoke just before going to bed. or

a tendenc.v to keep irregular hours, were over-

iooked. ffanv judgments of the piausibi l i t l -of

cause and effect relations are probabll- based

at least in part on the htt ingness of cause and

effect magnitudes. Thus both mechanics of
judgment factors and nonevents shouid often

be perceived as implausible causes simpll- be-

cause of their smaliness and seeming inconse-
quentialitv.

lI:hen. Il-ill ll 'e Be Correct In, ()ur

Verbal RePorts ?

The present analysis corresponds to common
-.ense in that it ailorvs that rve will often be
right about the causes of our judgments and be-
iravior. If a stranger rvalks up to a person,
strikes him, and walks awav, and the person is
later asked if he likes the stranger, he rvill repl.""
that he does not and will accurateiv reporr the
reason. The interaction he has had with the
stranger will be highly saiient and a highl)'
plausible reason for disliking someone. And, in
general, the conditions that promote accuracy
in verbal report will be the opposite of those de-
scribed previously. These conditions may be
summarized briefly by saying that reports will
be accurate when influential stimuli are (a)
available and (b) plausible causes of the re-
sponse, and when (c) few or no plausible but
noninfluential factors are available.

There is, in fact, some evidence in the litera-
ture that people can sometimes accurately re-
port on the stimuli that influenced particular
cognitive processes. Ironically, both of the
areas where this had been systematically dem-
onstrated have been developed by investigators
who were seeking to show lack of awareness for
the cognitive processes concerned. These are
the literatures on (a) Iearning without aware-
ness and (b) awareness of factors influencing
complex judgments.

Learning W ithout (?) Awar enes s

Most of the literature concerning people's
ability to report on the factors that influence
Iearning, or the increased emission of an oper-

ant. has focused on t l ie Greenspoon (1955) or

reiated phenomena. In this paradigm, subjects

sav the nanes of rvords that come to mind, or

generate senrences employing particular rvords'

.\ft.t a baseline, no-reinforcement period, sub-

jects are s-vstematicailv reinforced (b1' "uh

iruhs" or "good.s") for a particular class of re-

sponses (e.g., piural nouns, or sentences em-

pioying ttrsi-person pronouns). The reinforce-

-.ttt 
"typicaily 

elicits an increased rate of

,.rporrr. ior the reinforced class' Earlf investi-

gators reported that subjects were unarvare of

thit inflrr.nce on their behavior. Later investi-

gators (see e.g., Dulany, 1962; Erikson, 1962;

Spielberget, lOoz; insisted that subjects had

been inadequateiy questioned, and that exten-

sive probing revealed that all subjects who

showed learning were also aware of the experi-

menter's reinforcements and the link betrveen

these reinforcements and their own increased

output of reinforced resPonses.
lian-v rvriters have proposed that the sub-

jects' "alvareness" is due to nothing more than

a Heisenberg-t,vpe efiect. That is, the measure-

ment pto..d.utl-itself may suggest to the sub-
ject a ionnection that was not apparent to him

tefore. Be that as it may, the present anaiysis

makes it clear that there is every reason to ex-

pect that subjects in these experiments should

be able to accurately report about cause and

efiect. (a) The response possibilities allowed the

subject are extremely constrained. He is per-

mitied very little latitude in the sorts of be-

havior he may emit. (b) The stimulus situation

is even more fixed and static. In fact, virtually

the only stimulus that occurs is the experi-

menter's "uh huh" or "good." (c) Finally, the

causal connection between this critical stimu-

lus or reinforcement and theincreasedfrequency
of a particular response class should be a highly

plausible one.
It is thus hardly surprising that subjects re-

port, or at least can be induced to report, a

lonnection between the experimenter's stimu-

lus and their own responses. Devotees of learn-

ing-without-awareness could scarcely have de-

signed a parad,igm more likely to result in

aciurate verbal report if they had set out de-

liberately to do so. There is some evidence, in

fact, that when even relatively minor steps are

taken to d.isguise the connection between stim-

ulus and response, subjects will fail to report
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such a connection. This comes from the so-
called "double agent" study by'Rosenfeld and
Baer (1969) in which the subject believed him-
self to be the experimenter and the response
(for which he was reinforced by the "subject"

confederate) was not so focal as for the tradi-
tional Greenspoon subject. Linder these cir-
cumstances, subjects reported no awareness,
even under extensive probing, of the connection
between the confederate's behavior and their
own.

The Correspond.ence Between Actual and
Subjectiae W'eights in Judgment Tasks

Slovic and Lichtenstein (lgi 1) have re-
viewed the literature concerning the abilitl- of
subjects to report accurately on the rveights
they assign to various stimulus factors in mak-
ing evaluations. Most of the investigations of
this question have employed either clinical
psychologists or stockbrokers as subjects, and
the judgmental domain has been largelr- limited
to clinical diagnoses and assessnents of the
financial soundness of stocks. Subjects are
asked to diagnose patients using ]Iinnesota
I{ultiphasic Personality Inventorl' (}I}IPI)
scores or to assess stocks using such indicators
as growth potential and earnings ratio. Then
subjects are asked to state the degree of their
reliance on various factors. These subjective
weights are then iompared to the objective
weights derived from regression of the subject's
judgments on the various factors. Slovic and
Lichtenstein (1971) concluded that seif- insight
was poor and that of the studies rvhich allou'ed
for a comparison of perceived and actual cue
utilization, "all found serious discrepancies be-
tween subjective and objective relative
weights" (p. 684). \\'hile this is a fair assess-
ment of this literature, rvhat strikes one as im-
pressive from the present vantage point is that
almost all the studies revierved b1' Siovic and
Lichtenstein (1971) found evidence of at least
some correspondence betlveen subjective and
objective weights. This is aimost the sole evi-
dence rve have been able to uncover, outside the
Iearning-without-awareness iiterature, that
people can be at all accurate in reporting about
the effects of stimuii on their responses.

The present frames'ork is useful in under-
standing this lonelv outcropping of accurac\'.

RICHARD E. NISBETT AND TIMOTHY DECAMP \VILSON

Clinical psychologists and stockbrokers under-
take a formal study of the decision processes
they should employ. They are taught explicitiv
how various factors should be weighed in their
evaluations. Thus, for example, elevation of the
schizophrenia scale will seem to be a highly
plausible reason for a judgment of severe path-
ology because this is an association that clini-
cians are formally taught. It seems likely, in
fact. that clinicians and stockbrokers could as-
sign accurate weights prior to making the series
of judgments in these experiments simply by
calling on the stored rules about what such
judgments shouid reflect. If so, one would
scarcely want to say they were engaging in pro-
spective introspection, but merely that they
remember well the formal rules of diagnosis or
financial counseling they were taught.

And in general, we may say that people rvili
be accurate in reports about the causes of their
behavior and evaluations wherever the culture,
or a subculture, specifies clearly what stimuli
should produce rvhich responses, and especialll'
rvhere there is continuing feedback from the
culture or subcuiture concerning the extent to
n'hich the individual is following the prescribed
rules for input and output. Thus university ad-
missions officials n'ill be reasonably accurate
about the rveights thel'assign to various t1'pes
of information in admissions folders, and auto
nrechanics u'iii be reasonabiy accurate about
the weights thel' assign to various faclors ttl
deciding rvhether a car has ignition or carbure-
tor troubies. But such accurac)' cannot be re-
garded as evidence of direct access to processes
of evaluation. It is evidence for nothing nore
than the abilitl- to describe the formai rules of
evaluation.

The implication of this analysis is that the
judgment studies lack ivhat might be called
"causal theorv controls." Subjects' reported
rveights should not be compared directly to
their actual rveights. Instead, investigators
shouid examine the increment in prediction of
actual rveights that is obtained b1'asking sub-
jects about their subjective weights over the
prediction that is obtained by (a) asking sub-
jects about their subjective weights prior ro
their examination of the data set in question:
or (bt asking subjects about their bel iefs con-
cerning the rveishts empioved b1' the averase,
or ideal. or some particuiar. clinician or stock-
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l|.1 :1":,ri.y, it should be noted, is emi_
steps in the menta t "prr"r;"ir"riii1r'{fr:;:#
th-e cord-swinging solution. But is it scarcely
reasonable to propose that such imageryzuas theprocess by which the proble- *uJ solved. Asecond example of the ionfusion of intermedi_
ate output with process was provided by an
acquaintance of the authors, *iro *u, asked tointrospect about the process bf which he hadjust retrieved from memory his mother,s
maiden name. ,,I know just what the process
-was," he said. ,,f first tirought of my uncle,s
last name, and. since that hrnner.l. rn lra *,,

-)roKer: or e\-en ,c ix- simpir- asking subjects
:rDout the rveights rhe\- were taugltl to empior.
.n such judgnrents.

In the present vierv, I i t t le or no "awareness,,

nright be found in studies ernploving such con-
rrois. That is, the sub ject 's actual weights rnight
be as ri'ell predicted b1- his subjective rveights
ior his neighboring stockbroker as by the sub-
;ecr's reports about the rveights he himself used.

\\'hv are \\'e L nag-are of Our
Unatvareness ?

There is of course a problem with anv char-
acterization of " introspection" as nothing more
rhan judemenrs of piausibi i i tv. I t  does not feel
lilie that at all. \\-hile \\-e mav sometimes admit
rLr coniusion about hoiv rve solved a particuiar
:,r'obieur or rvhv rve evaiuated a person in a
,Ji\-en \\'a\', it is often the case that we feel as
i irouqh u'e hal 'e direct access to cognit ive pro-
cesses. \\'e could retreat behind our data and
lssert that there is bv now enough evidence
,i iscredit ing introspective reports to al low us to
rgnore any argument based on introspection.
But there is more that can be said than this.

It seems iikeiy that there are regularities
concerning the conditions that give rise to in-
trirspective certainty about cognitive processes.
Confidence should be high when the causal
candidates are (.a) ferv in number, (b) perceptu-
allr-or memorially salient, (c) highly plausible
causes of the given outcome (especially where
the basis of plausibiiity is an explicit cultural
rule), and (d) where the causes have been ob-
served to be associated with the outcome in the
1last. In fact, we appeal to introspection to sup-
port this view. Does the reader feel there is any-
thing beyond factors such as these that need be

account for occasions of subiective

lr.l.,l1 ,,gr,able. rt should b; ;;tbh 
'tor;;

. ttnat 
.subjective certainty i, "gvJLLLrvc cerralnty ts great when causalcandjdates are salient una Uifrty plausible. brrt

__..uruoLES are salrent and highly plausible, but
1-t: 

in reality nonrnfluential. Srrhiecrirzp ^o-Subjective cer-
li',ill:!"ura 0.9 r".;;;-;il"' ""?#i"ffii-
llj.: :..:, :c tualty infl uen tial, U,r, "r.'X'o?ult_
ll,:,1jltt:usibte, or compete with more salient
li'll"u"ote but' noninflue,ti;i 

";;;;; ".XlT:
dates.

sustatn i l le  i l . lus l (_) l t , ) I  ̂n t rospect l \ -c  i l \ \ ' [ l ' renc,r :

These are :ketcheti ireiou'.

Conjustott Det';'een C'ontent Ltnd Proccss

An inrnortanr source oi our beiiei in intro-
spectir-e a\vareness is undoubtedlv related to
the fact that rve do indeed have direct access Lo
a great storehouse oi private knorvledge.

Jones and \ isbett q1972) have enumerated a
list of t)'pes of privatelv held knorvlerlge that
bears repeating in the present context. Thc
individual knou's a host of personal historical
facts; he knou-s the focus , i f  hir arrention aL
any given point in t i tne: he knou,s rvhat his
current sensations are and has lvhat airnost all
psychologists and philosophers rvould assert
to be "knorvledge" at least quantitat ively
superior to that of observers concerning his
emotions, evaluations, and pians. Given that
the indir,'iduai does possess a greaL deal of ac-
curate knorvledge and much additional "knorvl-

edge" that is at le&st superior Lo that of an-r '
observer, it becomes less surprising that people
wouid persist in believing that they have, in
addition, direct access to their own cognitive
processes. The only m1'sterv is why people are
so poor at telling the difrerence between private
facts that can be knorvn with near certainty
and mentai processes to which there mav be no
access at ail.

A related point is that we are often capable
of describing intermediate results of a series of
mental operations in such a way as to promote
the feeling that we are describing the operations
themselves. Thus, for example, it is undoubt-
edly true that Maier's (1931) psychology pro-
fessor subject had "imagery of monkeys swing-
ing from trees." It is even conceivable that that
imagery preceded and even {acilitated the final

:::E )n fiE
adduced to

There are several factors that may help to



.-,roKef : or evelt , c i;r- sintpiv asking subjects
.iDout the rveights the\- were taugltl to emplor-
^n such judgntents.

In the presell t  vierv, l i t t le or no "awareness,,

night be found in studies ernploving such con-
rrois. That is, t ire subject 's actual rveightsmight
be as n'ell predicted br- his subjective weights
ror his neighboring stockbroker as by the sub-
iecr's reports about the rveights he himself used.

\\'h1'are-\\-e Unarvar:e of Our
L nawareness i

There is of course a problem with anv char-
lcterization of " introspection" as nothing more
rhan judgmenrs of plausibi i i tv. I t  does not feel
liiie that at all. \\-hile \\-e mav sometimes admit
irr csnfr. ion about horv rve solved a part icuiar
r,r'oblent tlr u'hv u'e evaiuated a person in a
given n'ar', it is often the case that we feel as
i irouqh u'e have direct access to cognit ive pro-
.es,ies. \\-e could retreat behind our data and
rl:S€rt that there is bv notv enough evidence
ri iscredit ing introspective reports to al low us to
rgnore anv argument based on introspection.
But there is more that can be said than this.

It seems iikeiy that there are regularities
concerning the conditions that give rise to in-
trospective certaintv about cognitive processes.
Confidence should be high when the causal
candidates are (a) ferv in number, (b) perceptu-
ailr-or memorially salient, (c) highly plausible
causes of the given outcome (especially where
the basis of plausibility is an explicit cultural
rule), and (d) where the causes have been ob-
served to be associated with the outcome in the
I)ast. In fact, we appeal to introspection to sup-
port this view. Does the reader feel there is any-
thing beyond factors such as these that need be
adduced to account for occasions of subiective
certaintv ?

The above view, it should be noted, is emi-
nently testable. It should be possible to show
that subjective certainty is great when causal
candidates are salient and highly plausible, but
are in reality noninfluential. Subjective cer-
tr.rnty should be lower when the causal candi_
dates are actually influential, but are not sali-
ent, not plausible, or compete with more salient
or plausible but noninfluential causal candi_
dates.

There are several factors that may help to
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sustair-r t l ie r l lusior-i , , i  rnrru.pccti \  e r\\ 'ar€nc::
These are :ketched i- ieiou-.

ConJusiott Bet';'een Contcnt Lrnd Prlcess

An important source of our belief in intro-
spective awareness is undoubtediy' reiated to
the fact that rve do indeed have direct access to
a great storehouse of private kntxviedge.

Jones and \ isbett i1972) have enumerated a
list of t)'pes of privatel,v held knorvledge that
bears repeating in the present context. The
individuai knox's a host of personal historical
facts; he kno*.s the focus of his attenl ion at
any given point in tirne: he knou's ivhat hi-s
current sensations are and has rvhat airnost all
psychologists and philosophers rvould assert
to be "knorvledge" at least quantitat ivelv
superior to that of observers concerning his
emotions, evaluations, and pians. Given that
the individual does possess a greilt deal of ac-
curate knorvledge and much additional "knou,l-

edge" that is at Ieast superior to that of an1-
observer, it becomes less surprising that people
would persist in believing that they have, in
addition, direct access to their own cognitive
processes. The only mvsterv is why people are
so poor at telling the difference betrveen private
facts that can be knorvn with near certainty
and mentai processes to which there mav be no
access at ail.

A related point is that we are often capable
of describing intermediate results of a series of
mental operations in such a way as to promote
the feeling that we are describing the operations
themselves. Thus, for example, it is undoubt-
edly true that Maier's (1931) psychology pro-
fessor subject had "imagery of monkeys swing-
ing from trees." It is even conceivable that that
imagery preceded and even facilitated the final
steps in the mental operations that resulted in
the cord-swinging solution. But is it scarcely
reasonable to propose that such imagery ziras the
process by which the problem was solved. A
second example of the confusion of intermedi-
ate output with process was provided by an
acquaintance of the authors'who was asked to
introspect about the process by which he had
just retrieved from memory his mother's
maiden name. "I know just what the process
was," he said. "I first thought of my uncle's
last name, and since that happens to be my
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mother's maiden name, I had the solution."
This only pushes the process question back a

step further, of course, and our acquaintance's
answer would appear to reflect a confusion of
intermediate results with the process by rvhich
the final result was obtained.

It should be noted that the individual's pri-
vate access to content will sometimes allow
him to be more accurate in his reports about the
causes of his behavior than an observer rn'ould
be. The occasions when the individual is correct
or at least not provably wrong, and the ob-
server is manifestly rvrong, should serve to
sustain the individual's sense of privileged ac-
cess to process. Even these instances of super-
iority to observers, we would argue, are based
not on access to process but access to content.
It is possible to describe three kinds of content
access that will allow for the individual's super-
ior accuracy on occasion.

Knowled,ge of prior idiosyncratic reactions to
a stimulus category. \\'e have argued that per-
ceived covariation betrveen stimuli and re-
sponses is determined more bl' causal theories
than by actual covariation. There are probablr-
s,rme cases, however, s'here individuals have
idiosyncratic reactions to a particular stimulus
that only they have knou'iedge of . For exanlple,
a person may beiieve that he generallv ioathes
strangers who slap him on the back, and this
belief may make him superior to observers in
explaining his feelings in such a situation. \\'e
lvouid suggest that such cases mav be rare,
however, and that the vast majoritl' of per-
ceived covariations betu'een stimuli and re-
sponses ma1' be determined b1' causal theories
shared by both actors and observers.

Diferences in cau'sol theories beh;'een su'bcul-
l,tres. It should be obvious that the individ-

ual's reports will be superior to those of ob-

servers when the obsen'er is from a subculture
that holds different causal theories. Thus, af ter

attending a partv at rvhich a livell-, high deci-

bel band was plaving, an lS-vear-oid rvould
probably accuratelv sav that the music in-

creased his liking of the partv. If a {0-1-ear-oid

rvere asked to predict horv much he n'ould en-
jo1- such a partv and il'hv. he ri'ould be more

apt to say that the music rvould decrease his

enjor.ment. Thus, actors' reports about st im-

ulus efiects rvill difier fron.r obserlers' predic-

tions about their own reactions to that stimu-

TIMOTHY DECAMP WILSON

lus whenever the actors and observers belong

to subcultures that have different causal the-

ories about the effects of that stimulus. These

reports will be similar whenever the actor and

obr..rr., share causal theories about the effects

of the stimulus in question, or whenever ob-

servers are asked to predict the effects of the

stimulus on a member of a subculture with

rvhich they are familiar. Thus, whereas the
'I0-year-old's predictions about the influence of

thsmusic on himself rvill not correspond to the

self-reports of the 1S-year-old, his predictions

about the influence of the music on the 1S-vear-

old would probabll'correspond well to the iat-

ter's own reports.
Attentiortil and intentional knowledge' An in-

dividual may know that he was ortvas not at-

tending to a particular stimulus or that he u'as

or was not pursuing a particular intention' An

observer, lacking such private knowledge of

content, might oite.t be more prone to error in

his assumptions about the causes of an individ-

ual's behavior than the individual himself' On

the other hand, private access to such content

ma1'also serve to mislead the individuai' Oc-

casionallv, noninfluential stimuli rnal' be more

vivid and available to the individual than tt'

an outside observer, for example, and thus the

observer might sornetimes be more accurate l')

virtue of disregarding such salient but non-

influentiai stimuli.

Inadequate Feedback

It seems likell' that another important rea'

son for our beiief in introspective &w&r€ocS:

stems from lack of feedback. Disconfirmatiot'
of hvpotheses about the rvorkings of our nrittd'

is naia to conle br'. lf an insornniac beiievt'

that he is unable to get to sleep because of th'

stress of his i i fe situation, he rvi l l  ahvavs be abl '

to hnd evicletrce supporting the vieri' that nr'

I i fe situation is currentl l '  stressful. Indeed, t ir '

insomnia should be proof enough of the stresj

fulness of his life situation I And should he' t;

the midst of the t'erv ntost stressful episode c:

his i i fe, get a good night's sieep, he scarcell '

need abanclon his sensible h1'pothesis about ttL

cause of iris iusot-unia in general. He can sinlpt

infer that the unu,cuai stress must have lef t irtt

so exhaustecl that i t  conquerecl his insot' ' i r t '

momentari ir ' .
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